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Over a half of fatal vehicular crashes occur due to vehicles leaving their
designated travel lane and entering other lanes or leaving the roadway. Lane departure
accidents also result in billions of dollars in cost to society. Recent vehicle technology
research into driver assistance and vehicle autonomy has developed to assume various
driving tasks. However, these systems are do not work for all roads and travel conditions.
The purpose of this research study was to begin the development a novel vehicle
guidance approach, specifically studying how the vehicle interacts with the system to
detect departures and control the vehicle
A literature review was conducted, covering topics such as vehicle sensors,
control methods, environment recognition, driver assistance methods, vehicle autonomy
methods, communication, positioning, and regulations. Researchers identified
environment independence, recognition accuracy, computational load, and industry
collaboration as areas of need in intelligent transportation.
A novel method of vehicle guidance was conceptualized known as the MwRSF
Smart Barrier. The vision of this method is to send verified road path data, based
AASHTO design and vehicle dynamic aspects, to guide the vehicle.
To further development research was done to determine various aspects of vehicle
dynamics and trajectory trends can be used to predict departures and control the vehicle.

Tire-to-road friction capacity and roll stability were identified as traits that can be
prevented with future road path knowledge. Road departure characteristics were
mathematically developed. It was shown that lateral departure, orientation error, and
curvature error are parametrically linked, and discussion was given for these metrics as
the basis for of departure prediction.
A three parallel PID controller for modulating vehicle steering inputs to a virtual
vehicle to remain on the path was developed. The controller was informed by a matrix of
XY road coordinates, road curvature and future road curvature and was able to keep the
simulated vehicle to within 1 in of the centerline target path. Recommendations were
made for the creation of warning modules, threshold levels, improvements to be applied
to vehicle controller, and ultimately full-scale testing.
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CHAPTER 1 EXCUTIVE SUMMARY
Over a half of fatal vehicular crashes occur due to vehicles leaving their
designated travel lane and entering other lanes or leaving the roadway. Lane departure
accidents also result in billions of dollars in cost to society. Recent vehicle technology
research into driver assistance and vehicle autonomy has developed to assume various
driving tasks. However, these systems are do not work for all roads and travel conditions.
The purpose of this research study was to begin the development a novel vehicle
guidance approach, specifically studying how the vehicle interacts with the system to
detect departures and control the vehicle
A literature review was conducted, covering topics such as vehicle sensors,
control methods, environment recognition, driver assistance methods, vehicle autonomy
methods, communication, positioning, and regulations. The goal of connected and
automated vehicles is to acquire information about the vehicle and its surroundings with
the use of sensors and control the vehicle independent of humans. The primary sensors
for vehicle navigation are camera vision and LiDAR. Both of these sensors are highly
effected by ambient obstructions (rain, snow, dust) which prevent them from collecting
enough information to be confident classifying what is being seen. Additional issues exist
such as recognition accuracy, computational load, and industry collaboration that are
areas of need that can be improved upon from further research. However, issues that
prevent the vehicle from collecting enough information are more difficult to overcome,
Especially through sensor improvement alone.
A novel method of vehicle guidance was conceptualized known as the MwRSF
Smart Barrier. This method is separated into three main modules denoted as: Road Path
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Composition, Vehicle Positioning and Data Transmission, and Vehicle Interaction. The
vision of this method is to send verified road path data, based AASHTO design and
vehicle dynamic aspects, to guide the vehicle. Shown in Figure 1.1 is a flow diagram for
the system that shows the conceptual process of the MwRSF Smart Barrier System.
White blocks are in currently being researched and grayed blocks are future research
needs.
Various aspects of vehicle dynamics and trajectory trends can be used to predict
departures and control the vehicle. Tire-to-road friction capacity and roll stability were
identified as vehicle handling traits that can be prevented with future road path
knowledge. These metrics are affected by aspects such as travel speed and environmental
conditions. Knowing the future dynamic demands of vehicles help to prevent these
instabilities. Road departure characteristics were mathematically developed and it was
shown that lateral departure, orientation error, and curvature error are parametrically
linked linearly and parabolically respectively. Discussion was given for these metrics as
the basis for of departure prediction and what sensors such as time to lane departure and
safe stop scenarios.

Figure 1.1 System Flow Schematic
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Additionally, three parallel PID controller for modulating vehicle steering inputs
to a virtual vehicle to remain on the path was developed. The controller was informed by
a raw data matrix of XY road coordinates, road curvature and future road curvature.
Lateral deviation was the primary correction metric followed by curvature and future
curvature. In simulations, the module was able to control an Ackerman steer vehicle
within 1 in of the centerline target path.
Initial steps were taken to progress the development of the MwRSF Smart Barrier
System. Focus was given to the interaction between the system and a vehicle and how it
is applied to predict departure or instability, and control. This is a large, complicated
issue to solve that involves many steps, many of which are yet to be developed. A
summary of steps that take place during the vehicle interaction process and things that
have been done or need to be done are described below.
Vehicle Interaction Process (Accomplished, Future Work)
1. The vehicle receives and contextualizes the road path information by determining
its relative position.
a. A mathematical algorithm was developed based on vehicle speed and
heading change to create AASHTO paths and stored in matrices.
i. Currently road map data is input as a data matrix that is applied
mathematically to the vehicle trajectory formulation.
b. A program that informs the vehicle how to process the received
information needs to be developed.
c. Minimum discretization frequency for stable vehicle navigation to be
determined.
2. Vehicle obtains measurements to determine if it is deviating from the desired
path.
a. A study was shown how lateral deviation, orientation error and curvature
error can be used to measure of departure.
b. Instrumentation study needs to be done to determine what different
sensors the specifications are required to detect the metrics for in
departure scenarios, and accurate positioning system behavior needs
to be accounted.
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Driver Assistance Specific
3. Determines if the vehicle violates a certain threshold of likelihood or severity of
road departure.
a. Vehicle dynamic instability factors of frictional capacity and roll stability
where explored.
i. Effects like high speed cornering, vehicle lift, wind loading, and
frictional coefficients were considered.
b. Potential applications (time to lane departure, collision avoidance) where
preliminarily discussed.
c. Exact formulas and limits need to be developed for when it is really
unsafe and to the driver based on road departure metrics and vehicle
stability.
i. Machine learning applications need to be explored to better
apply departure warnings.
d. Warns the driver to take action and if none is detected take control to
bring the vehicle to a safe stop.
i. Discussion was given for a potential safe stop system.
ii. A control algorithm for taking control of the vehicle and bring
it to a safe stop needs to be developed.
4. Departure warning system needs to be implemented in a live full-sized
vehicle.
Vehicle Control Specific
5. Applies corrective measures to minimize deviation from desired path.
a. An initial system that determines lateral deviation and curvature error and
makes corrections to keep the vehicle centered around the lane center.
i. The model utilized a very simplified vehicle model that did not
account for physics and used an Ackerman steer model.
1. A model needs to be created with a more advanced
vehicle model for more accurate development.
b. Instrumentation study needs to be done to determine what different
sensors the specifications are required to detect the metrics for in
departure scenarios, and accurate positioning system behavior needs
to be accounted.
6. A full-scale vehicle system needs to be developed to be able to control the
vehicle, maintaining the desired trajectory to within 3 inches.
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CHAPTER 2 INTRODUCTION
2.1 Problem Statement
2.1.1 Transportation Safety
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) reported that approximately 53%
of fatal crashes (18,779) between 2014 and 2016 were related to roadside or lane
departures [1]. According to the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) Fatal Accident Reporting System (FARS) statistics [2] and the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety (IIHS) and Highway Loss Data Institute (HLDI) annual
compilations [3], approximately 10,000 fatal run-off-road (ROR) crashes occur each year
involving roadside fixed objects. As a result, ROR fixed-object fatal crashes account for
approximately 1/3 of all fatal crashes. Cross-median crashes are among the deadliest type
of ROR crash, in which a vehicle exits the travelway and crosses a median, striking an
opposing vehicle from the opposite travel direction.
Non-fatal ROR crashes are also concerning and economically devastating.
Research conducted at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln identified approximately
440,000 crashes involving only roadside trees and utility poles in a five-year period
spanning twelve geographically dissimilar states [4]. It was determined that the United
States experiences an estimated $13 to 17 billion in direct costs (emergency medical
services, first responders, cleanup, infrastructure repairs) and indirect costs (traffic
congestion, loss of work days and taxable income, incapacitation, lawsuits) related only
to non-fatal roadside tree and utility pole crashes every year. When all trafffic incidents
are accounted for, the total societal finacial impact was approximately $836 billion
accoriding to 2010 research [5].
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Researchers with experience in roadside crash reconstruction reviewed ROR
crash data, including vehicle trajectories, during the Year 1 study of the Virtual Barriers
MATC project. The crashes reviewed indicated that many ROR crashes exhibit similar
attributes which were classified based on driver and vehicle responses. The most
common attributes of ROR crashes were:
a) Drift Off Road: Vehicle slowly departs roadway (typically at a small angle of
departure and straight-line trajectory). This condition is most commonly
associated with drowsy or impaired drivers, or drivers with medical episodes.
b) Overcorrection: The vehicle experiences a path change (drift out of lane, lane
change, avoidance maneuver), then the driver overcompensates and over-steers
while attempting to guide the vehicle back to the desired lane. This roadside
departure type commonly results in spinout and skidding.
c) Failure to Negotiate Curve: Vehicle veers to the outside of a curve. Condition is
frequently associated with high travel speeds or poor pavement friction (e.g., ice).
d) Avoidance Maneuver: Vehicle performs evasive maneuver to avoid crashing
into an object, person, or animal in lane. This roadside departure condition is
commonly associated with higher travel speeds (e.g., freeway), and is abrupt and
panicked.
Examples of crashes which were bucket sorted and which displayed
characteristics of these categories are shown in Figure 2.1 [6].
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Figure 2.1 Examples of ROR Crashes (images take from NHTSA’s NASS CDS) [6]
2.1.2 Current Technology
Intelligent vehicle technology methods have been developed to assist the driver in
tasks such as collision avoidance and lane keeping. These systems help to prevent of
ROR events. In these systems, sensors monitor the vehicle environment and onboard
computer processes the data and notifies the driver in the event of an unintentional lane
departure or pending collision. Some advanced commercial features partially control
vehicle subsystems. In addition to the commercial market, there are number private
companies working to develop full self-driving capable vehicles.
Despite extensive research, the environmental sensors are still susceptible to
situations that prevent the vehicle from correctly characterizing the road. This can be
caused by poor road markings, inclement weather, lighting, improper installation, and
aftermarket vehicle modification [7-12]. Drivers are warned not to solely rely on these
systems especially in these situations in safety manuals and vehicle documentation.
Developing sensors which are capable of adapting to extreme environments may be
expensive, time-consuming, impractical, or infeasible.
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2.2 Research Objective
The objective of this research study is to develop an infrastructure-based vehicle
guidance system and evaluate potential automotive applications.
2.3 Scope
This study consists of three main research efforts. The initial phase of the project
consisted of an extensive literature review into all relevant forms of intelligent
transportation technology. These forms include vehicle autonomy methods, vehicle
sensors, vehicle communication systems, road path estimation, and addition factors. The
objective of this specific research was to understand how intelligent systems work, what
their strengths and weaknesses are, so that a system can be developed that can avoid
current pitfalls and not violate any proprietary technology.
The second phase of research was developing the structure of our novel approach,
formulating what data will be sent to guide the vehicle, the hardware required, and future
possibilities for the system. After determining a basis for the system, the next step was to
utilize the data to investigate how the system will interface with the vehicle and what
specific metrics can be used to assist the driver or control the vehicle.
The final phase is the discussion of implementing our system into a driverassistance system or a vehicle control system based on the findings from phase two.
Discussion will be given on useful aspects of our system and future aspirations for
vehicle guidance architecture.
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CHAPTER 3 INTELLIGENT TRANSPORATION REALM
3.1 Basics of Vehicle Autonomy
3.1.1 Concept Overview
Autonomous vehicles (AV) are a recent development in the automotive industry.
Developing self-driving capabilities is a complicated and intricate problem. The
transportation ecosystem is made up four million miles of public road [13] and is used by
millions of different entities that may not operate within programmatic boundaries or law
confinements. Computers cannot think intuitively like humans, so, they are required to
collect a lot data and process all of these variables to make logical decisions.
The vehicle collects data using different types of sensors. There are two
categories of sensors. First are sensors that describe the current state of the vehicle. They
record vehicle behavior using sensors, quantifying kinematic properties based on features
such as speed, acceleration, heading angle, throttle position and gear engagement,
steering angle, and brake position. Secondly are environmental sensors. These sensors are
used to determine what road the vehicle is traveling on, what the road looks like, what are
the rules of that road (speed limit, no passing zones, one way streets), where the vehicle
is within the road edges, what actors are located around the vehicle and what they are
doing. All of this information is routed through the vehicle electronic central unit (ECU).
Once all this data is collected, the ECU needs to process all of it to make sense of
it. Processing the data correctly is not a straightforward process. There are variables in
the transportation ecosystem that prevent sensor from collecting enough information to
draw the correct conclusions. If not enough data are collected or are collected incorrectly,
intelligent vehicles systems can produce incorrect results. Therefore, ensuring that the
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vehicle is working with the correct data is imperative. Based on this knowledge of the
current vehicle state and the environment around it, the vehicle alters its trajectory by
inputting a throttle, braking, and/or steering change or alerts the driver to take action.
3.1.2 Vehicle Autonomy Documentation
The amount of data collected by a vehicle and how the vehicle reacts to the data
varies by make and model. It is important to make a clear distinction in the capabilities of
different AV systems. The industry standard for technically defining and classifying
intelligent vehicles systems is the SAE Recommended Practice J3016 2018 [14]. SAE
J3016 defines many (AV) terms so that there is consistency between industry groups. The
main take away from the document is the definition of vehicle autonomy levels, which
defines system control, and driver responsibly requirements for each level. There are six
levels of classification which can be seen in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1 SAE J3016 Levels of Driving Automation [14].
These levels are based on the assignment of responsibility for dynamic driving
tasks (DDT). DDTs are specific aspects of the controlling the vehicle, using braking,
steering, and throttle to accomplish executer specific maneuvers. DDTs are subdivided
into two categories. Longitudinal DDTs, controlling inputs of brake and throttle to
achieve the desired vehicle behavior and Lateral DDTs modulating braking and steering
to change the direction of travel. As the level of autonomy increases more DDTs are
assigned to the vehicle CPU and less to the human driver. A distinction in the levels can
be seen between levels 0 through 2 and 3 through 5. Supporting features only intervene in
an intermittent capacity and under dangerous circumstances, therefore the human driver
controls all DDTs with moderate assistance. Automated driving features operate in a
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sustained capacity, and there can be periods of time when the driver is not manually
controlling the vehicle. It should be noted that levels 0-4 all require a human to serve as
the DDT fallback. This means that if significant issues occur with the vehicle, it is the
human driver’s responsibility to ensure that vehicle returns to a safe state. A level 5 AV
is entirely self-sufficient with no option for human intervention. Level 5 is the pinnacle
goal of AV research but has not yet been achieved.
3.2 Vehicle Autonomy Methods
As defined in SAE J3016 there are multiple manifestations of intelligent vehicle
systems. There are systems that work in a limit capacity to assist the driver and only
perform DDTs in a limited capacity. There other system that seek to fully control the
vehicle at all times and have driver input only if necessary.
3.2.1 Driver Assistance Methods
Advanced driver assistance systems (ADAS) use the vehicle sensor suite to detect
the surrounding environment and make decisions but in a limited capacity in comparison
to more advanced AVs discussed in the subsequent section. The objective of ADAS is to
assist the driver actively by partially relieving some of DDTs, or passively by alerting the
driver to take corrective action. While all of these system have the ability to improve
transportation safety, some are directly dedicated to preventing crashes while others are
more for convenience [15]. Sensors typically used in ADAS system are ultrasonic,
RADAR, and camera vision systems.
Driver alert systems, a level 0 technology, and are always active, monitoring the
environment around the vehicle. These systems have a variety of modules that notify the
driver in the cases that they may not be paying attention, or they can’t see. These modules
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also have extensions for the vehicle to take emergency action if the human driver did not
take appropriate action. The DDT capable portion of ADAS must be activated by the
driver. This level 3 system is capable handing simplistic DDTs and can only be used in
certain situations when the vehicle is traveling in a controlled scenario.
Examples of these systems and their function are given in the following subsections. These sections do not encompass every ADAS feature of every vehicle but
focuses on the most common and the ones that focus on road travel and not ancillary
aspects of travel such as parking.
3.2.1.1 Frontal Impact Mitigation
The objective of frontal impact mitigation (FIM) is to detect objects that are in
front of the vehicle and determine if there is a collision risk. Objects are detected using a
RADAR sensor that is mounted on the front of the vehicle and a front mounted camera.
These sensors are used to continuously measure the distance between the object and the
vehicle [16]. An example of this system can be seen in Figure 3.2. By frequently
sampling the distance and knowing its own speed, the vehicle can determine the relative
speed and acceleration between the vehicle and the object. This module can determine if
a collision is probable based on the relative velocity, the vehicle trajectory or based on
overall distance between the vehicle and the hazard [17]. The exact threshold for alerting
the driver is dependent on travel speed as the vehicle will need more time to stop at
elevated speeds.
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Figure 3.2 Depiction of Forward Collision Sensing [18].
If the vehicle does not register a response from the driver after a period of time,
an emergency braking protocol can be enacted. The progression from alert to emergency
braking varies from manufacturer to manufacture. In this particular example the vehicle
is capable of performing the singular DDT of braking, but some vehicles only provide a
warning to the driver. However, it does not account for additional variables like road or
tire conditions.
3.2.1.2 Blind Spot Warning
The objective of the blind spot warning system to monitor areas of the vehicle that
are difficult for the driver to visualize quickly. These are known as blind spots and cannot
be seen from the rear view or side view mirrors and or are blocked by vehicle pillars.
This system relies on cameras, RADAR and ultrasonic sensors to monitor the immediate
surroundings of the vehicle [19]. If an object is detected most vehicle have dedicated
indicator lights placed within the driver’s field of view, so they don’t have to turn their
head significantly to see them. An example can be seen in Figure 3.3. In addition to
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indicator lights, audible warnings are also used if the vehicle determines that the driver
attempts to change lanes, which may be indicated by a driver turning on his or her turn
signal.

Figure 3.3 2018 Toyota Camry Blind Spot Alert Display [9]
An extension to the system is using a plurality of sensors to monitor 360 degrees
around the vehicle and provides a real time camera view or digital rendering of the
vehicle’s surroundings. An example of this can be seen in Figure 3.4. This feature gives
the driver more information about the proximity of surroundings without having to turn
away from the windshield and HUD. This can be especially be helpful when changing
lanes in high traffic or when parking into tight spaces.
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Figure 3.4 Tesla Vehicle Environment Rendering [20].
3.2.1.3 Lane Departure Warning
The lane departure warning (LDW) system is a safety feature that warns the
driver if the vehicle is unintentionally leaving is travel lane. The system uses a forwardfacing camera to determine the current lane boundaries of road as seen in Figure 3.5. The
camera is carefully mounted in the top and center of the windshield. The system requires
and elevated speed, typically above 30-45 mph, to be activate so the vehicle can correctly
identify the lane lines [21]. The driver is notified by dash indicator that it is active.
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Figure 3.5 Vehicle Windshield Camera [22]
Cameras identify the lane lines through analyzing and filtering the pixels in video
frames, and lane lines are singled out in the image. Mathematical models are used to
further characterize the lane edges. The road is analyzed and lane edges are defined over
a period of time, by compiling enough video frames to piece together an accurate picture.
Once the lane edges are defined, they are used to estimate the vehicles position within the
lane. If the system deems the vehicle too close to a lane edge it alerts the driver using an
audible, tactile, and/or visual signal [23]..
3.2.1.4 Lane Keeping Assist
Land keeping assist (LKA) is based on the same platform and utilizes the same
road data analysis tools that LDW does. However, the objective is to prevent the driver
from unintentionally leaving their current travel lane by controlling the vehicle. When
lane departure is deemed imminent, the vehicle performs a steering maneuver by either
actively steering the wheels toward the travel way or performing a differential brake on
the opposite side vehicle to impose a corrective yaw angle displacement [7-12]. An
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implementation of this system can be seen in Figure 3.6. Note that the system will resist
the driver changing lanes if they do not indicate that action with a turn signal.
There many manifestations of steering control system [25-29]. Though the exact
math may differ, they are based on the same general idea. The vehicle uses the camera to
estimate the forward road path so that it can predict what kind of steering input will be
necessary. The prediction is not perfect because the exact vehicle behavior is
environmental dependent. A feedback system helps to refine the control making the
steering application more accurate for the current vehicle state.
The LDW systems typically require a minimum operational speed of 30-45 mph
to engage, meaning that it may not be applicable to many urban and residential streets.
Even though advanced systems can fully control the steering DDTs, drivers are required
to still pay attention, keeping their hands on the wheel at all times. If the system doesn’t
detect hands on the wheel for a few seconds it will warn the driver and disengage if they
do not comply [7-12].

Figure 3.6 Honda Lane Keeping Assist System [30].
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3.2.1.5 Adaptive Cruise Control
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) is a vehicle assistance system that controls some
longitudinal DDTs functions to safely maintain a desired speed without colliding with
other vehicles traveling at different speeds. Regular cruise control maintains a desired
speed, input by the driver, by tracking vehicle speed using the speedometer system and
modulating the throttle so the current speed matches the desired speed. The amount of
throttle input change is proportional to difference between the desired speed and current
speed [31]. ACC takes this a step further by also allowing the driver to also set an
approximate distance to vehicles in front of them. Vehicles determine this distance using
a RADAR sensor mounted in the front of the vehicle [15]. A driver can pick between a
few of predetermined settings in a set up menu depending on their comfort level [8-10].
The gap setting often are based on the time interval between the two vehicles as seen in
Figure 3.7. The typical range for this gap interval is 1- 2 seconds [15].

Figure 3.7 Settings for ACC [32]
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The vehicle then modulates the throttle to maintain this gap. If the vehicle is too
close it will reduce the throttle input even if that means going below the desired cruise
speed. If the gap begins to widen then the vehicle if will increase its speed until it limited
by the driver indicated speed. The brakes can also be activated, similar to the forward
collision system, if the gap closes too quickly [15]. Drivers interface with the system with
dash imbedded modules that indicate if the system is active and what the current settings
are. An example of the typical interface is seen in Figure 3.8. The module typical lights
up green to indicate that it is activated. It also shows details such as gap preference,
current travel speed and desired speed.

Figure 3.8 Nissan ACC Interface [33]
In many vehicles, the functions of LDW, LKA, and ACC are grouped into a
singular system and are activated together by a singular command [8-10]. This is because
they are used in the situation where the driver is driving in a controlled environment, the
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vehicle is traveling in a steady fashion, and the driver is comfortable relinquishing some
of their DDTs.
3.2.1.6 Traffic Jam Assist
An extension to ACC technology is traffic jam assistance. The purpose of this
technology is to control the vehicle in dense traffic situations that result in very low travel
speed. This system is capable of controlling the brakes, throttle and steering and can be
activated by the driver only in dense traffic and if the travel speed is below 35 mph [34].
The system uses the typical sensors RADAR, ultrasonic, and camera vision to extract the
proximity of other vehicles and lane edges, when visible, to guide vehicle using the
similar methods as used in LDW, LKA, and ACC. Guidance is lightly less complicated
and risky in a traffic jam. The travel speed is relatively low so resulting in less vehicle
dynamic complexity and required reaction time. The other advantage is that the vehicle is
surrounded by other vehicles resulting in more relative positioning data to determine the
correct control decisions. This system reduces the stress of stop and go traffic for the
driver and helps to reduce rear end collisions from inattentiveness or impatience [34].
3.2.1.7 Traffic-Sign Detection
A relatively new accessory to ADAS is traffic-sign detection. The objective of
this system is to detect signs along the roadway and display them in the vehicle for the
driver to reference [35]. Signs are detected using the windshield mounted camera. The
camera uses the process of image recognition. Video frames are post-processed to isolate
key characteristics which are compared to a feature library database and a percent match
metric is calculated. If an object is recognized as a sign, then it is used by the system to
inform the driver. This process is made easier for this particular system because of
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standards for traffic signs which results in less variance and more recognition confidence
[36]. The sign is then displayed in the dash of the vehicle so the driver can easily see it as
in Figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9 Audi Traffic Sign Display [37]
3.2.2 Vehicle Control Methods
This section focuses on the structure of systems that are being developed to be
Level 4 or 5 autonomous. The vision for these systems is that that humans will have the
role of solely being passengers. This means that the vehicle has to correctly collect and
process every single thing that is happening in and around the vehicle.
Cameras and LiDAR operate with enough detail to classify objects, roads, and
vehicles so the vehicle can find a path forward. Other sensors are necessary for these
systems to work, the main ones being RADAR and ultrasonic. These sensors are
proximity sensors and are most suitable for estimating the longitudinal offset from the
sensor. They don’t possess enough detail to determine the object geometrics. Proximity
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sensors play a similar role in both systems. Therefore, discussion will be given to the
camera and LiDAR portions of the system and how they are used to guide the vehicle.
3.2.2.1 Camera-Based Vision Systems
A camera-based vision system that is heavily reliant on cameras to determine how
to navigate the road ahead. A sample of what the camera sees after post processing can be
seen in Figure 3.10. In order to capture what is going on around the vehicle, cameras
must be positioned to view all 360° of the environment. This require more cameras than
just a singular camera mounted in the windshield. Two examples of systems that are
camera based have 8 (Tesla) and 12 Mobileye [38, 39].

Figure 3.10. Tesla Camera Vision System [38]
An advantage of a camera-based system is the lower monetary and computational
cost and excellent system reliability. Cameras are typically much less expensive than
LIDAR and inexpensive computing systems have been developed to address the large
streaming data demand [40]. Camera vision systems look for identifiers in the acquired
images to label objects and the roads in view so that ECU can make appropriate
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decisions[41]. One of the drawbacks of cameras is that they only can see in two
dimensions. This is a problem since the cameras a used to find the road path so the
vehicle can navigate forward, and to do this the images need depth. Pixel images require
special processes to be dimensionalized so they can be used for navigation. One method
is stereo vision, using two cameras in parallel. Using a specified camera offsets, pixels of
two images can be compared to gage dimensions [42]. Cameras are also significantly
affected by lighting change and radial distortion caused by fisheye [43]. Correcting these
issues and computation costs and since these are all results are derived outcomes from an
initial image the room for error to unintentional bias increases.
3.2.2.2 LiDAR Based Vision Systems
A LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) based visions system usually augments
the vision-based systems using LiDAR to create a 360º 3D scan of its environment by
using a series of laser beams. The lasers operate in the non-visible spectrum and are not
affected by ambient light to the extent of optical cameras. The beams bounce off objects
and are used to calculate a point-to-point distance which is assigned to a data point. Scans
are a collection of millions of individual data points that are compiled together to create a
virtual image [45]. This is a major advantage over camera vision, LiDAR has a direct
method to dimensionally measure the environment. Measurements are taken with a high
sampling frequency to collect data points such that a profile of objects can be obtained as
seen in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.11 LiDAR Intersection Scan [46].
Intensity is another metric tabulated by the sensor that measures power of the
return signal. Intensity is based on the reflectivity of the pinged surface. This lends itself
for vehicle navigate because lane lines and road signs are designed to be highly
reflective, so those things can be singled out by LiDAR [47]. Distance calculations,
object profiles and reflective properties are metrics that are used to navigate the road
based on LiDAR. A LiDAR based vehicle can be seen in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12 Waymo Jaguar Vehicle [48]
LiDAR sensors are very expensive, and the computational processing costs are
significant. The LiDAR assembly mounted to the top of the vehicle shown in Figure 3.12
cost $85,000 [49]. This sensor acquires approximately 2.2 million points per second [50].
Vehicles must rapidly sweep the area and collect GIS data highlighting roadways,
crosswalks, traffic signs and more road features [51]. This data is reference by the AVs to
determine where the vehicle is and what driving operations are supposed to be executed.
It has also been noted that the sensors are bulky, increasing aerodynamic drag, and not
aesthetically-pleasing.
3.2.3 Vehicle Communication
Vehicle wireless communication is increasingly standard on many vehicle
models, which permits the vehicle to exchange data which it may not be able to measure
or record. The information can come from multiple sources. Wireless communication for
vehicles generally falls under a category of vehicle-to-everything (V2X) communication.
Two main subdivisions of V2X are Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle-to-
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Infrastructure (V2I). However, V2X is expanding to other areas. The future view is that
anything involved in or near the transportation system can be interconnected to create an
extended ecosystem that connects people and vehicles to better-inform vehicle systems
[52].
3.2.3.1 V2V Communication
V2V research is a short-range mode of communication that connects neighboring
vehicles to each other, as seen in Figure 3.13. A primary transmission medium is
Dedicated Short Range Communication (DSRC). Vehicles exchange information
including speed, travel direction, position, acceleration, emergency vehicle presence and
other information to the vehicles around them [53]. Vehicles do not have to solely rely on
their sensors to detect other vehicles. They can also detect abrupt changes in speed or
vehicle behavior before large vehicle displacements occur using derived sensor
information. V2V can expand on existing collision avoidance technology. V2V also has
potential to help improve traffic flow by syncing multiple vehicles together to move in a
platoon matter [54-57].
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Figure 3.13 V2V Communication [58]
3.2.3.2 V2I Communication
V2I communication is another important area of research in transportation. The
objective is to connect vehicles to roadside units (RSU) and other infrastructure-based
data sources to improve safety and efficiency. Information regarding traffic management,
road closures, intersection control, crosswalk, emergency vehicle preemption, and
weather updates, could keep drivers and AVs up to date [59-61]. Drivers and vehicles
would be able to take preventative care based on the information. A variety of
communication mediums are used with V2I. The DSRC band, and cellular signal have
been the primary modes but there are a broad number of other media that could be used
in the future [52].
3.2.4 Vehicle Kinematics Modeling
Vehicle motion is typically predicted using kinematic vehicle models. Kinematic
models use the current vehicle’s control inputs (steering, braking, and throttle) and
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dynamic behavior (speed, acceleration, rotation) to determine where the vehicle will go
next.
A commonly used in path prediction is the bicycle model. The bicycle model is a
simplified vehicle model that uses two wheels, one for the front axle and one for the rear
axle. The weight distribution on front and rear axles is used to determine the vehicle
center-of-gravity (c.g.) [73].
This kinematic method is particularly useful when predicting the outcome of
vehicle position based on simplified inputs (e.g., steering angle). However, the short-term
predictions typically diverge from real vehicle behaviors as the prediction horizon is
extended, and bias errors affect both estimate accuracy and confidence. Because it is a
purely kinematic approach, it has limited trajectory estimation power especially in highly
dynamic situations, and is typically accompanied by the environmental considerations.

Figure 3.14 Diagram of Vehicle Bicycle Model [74].
a = c.g. distance from the front axis
b = c.g. distance from the rear axis
l = total length between the two axes
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δ = average vehicle steering angle
β = angle on vehicle velocity as measured from the x axis (heading angle)
u = vehicle velocity in the x direction
v = vehicle velocity in the y direction
FF = lateral frictional force developed by the front axis
FR = lateral frictional force developed by the rear axis
R = the turning radius of the vehicle
r = yaw rate
3.2.5 Vehicle Path Prediction
Control systems, ADAS or AVs, work to help the vehicle maintain a stable
vehicle motion by employing path prediction algorithms to determine how to proceed
forward. There are many different manifestations of path prediction [62-72]. Although
they are unique, most are composed of two distinct parts. The first uses current vehicle
information and current trajectory to predict where the vehicle will go. The second area
uses sensor data about the surrounding environment estimate the path forward.
External information regarding the surrounding environment is used to predict the
future path of the vehicle. Road path sensors can view lane markings and using
estimation functions predict how the vehicle needs to proceed. Object detection and
feature recognition may be used to facilitate addition maneuvering line lane changes or
emergency stops. Another application is parking assist [75].
In addition to object detection, collision detection algorithms evaluate the
movements of features (e.g. other vehicles) around the vehicle and estimates if one or
more of their paths will interfere with the current vehicle path. A common method of
predicting a future path for the adjacent vehicle is by compiling the position history of the
vehicle and constructing an estimated future trajectory. The predicted path is compared
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with the trajectory of the host vehicle to determine if there is any collision risk, and
whether or not action is needed [76].
3.2.6 Industry Implementation
3.2.6.1 Commercial Vehicles
The concentration of the commercial automotive industry is providing reliable
ADAS technology to consumers. According to a statistic from AAA, 80% of all new
vehicles in the midsize, large and SUV classes have the ADAS features of Adaptive
Cruise Control, Blind Spot Warning, and Automatic Emergency Braking [77]. Looking
further, ADAs availability was tabulated for the top 25 selling cars, trucks, and SUVs,
which account for 5.6 million units sold in 2019 [78]. The results are tabulated in Table
3.1. The ADAS features listed are: Forward Collision Warning (FCW), Automatic
Emergency Braking (AEB), Pedestrian AEB (PED. AEB), Land Departure Warning
(LDW), Blind Spot Warning (BSW) and Rear Cross Track Warning (RCTW). It is
unknown if ADAS is standard among all trim level for each model. Based on the data all
ADAS features are at least an option on most vehicles. Between all the models, and of the
available ADAS features, 60% of them come standard. This shows that not only are top
car manufacturers adapting ADAS technology, but they are leaning towards not charging
more in addition to the base price of the car to get them.

Table 3.1 2020 Standard ADAS Feature for Top 25 Selling Vehicles of 2019 [77, 78]
Manufacture

Model

Class

Units Sold

Ford

F-150

Pickup

896,526*

Ram

1500

Pickup

633,694*

Chevrolet

Silverado 1500

Pickup

575,600*

Toyota

RAV4

SUV

448,071

Honda

CR-V

SUV

Nissan

Rogue

SUV

Chevrolet

Equinox

Toyota

Camry

Honda

Civic

Toyota

Corolla

FCW

AEB

PED. AEB

LDW

LKA

BSW

RCTW

S

S

S

O

O

O

O

O

O

-

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

S

S

S

S

S

O

O

384,168

S

S

S

S

S

O

O

350,447

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

SUV

346,048

S

S

S

S

S

O

O

Mid-Size

336,978

S

S

S

S

S

O

O

Compact

325,650

S

S

S

S

S

O

O

Compact

304,850

S

S

S

S

S

O

-

Honda

Accord

Mid-Size

267,567

S

S

S

S

S

O

O

Toyota

Tacoma

Pickup

248,801

S

S

S

S

-

O

O

Jeep

Grand Cherokee

SUV

242,969

O

O

-

O

O

S

S

Ford

Escape

SUV

241,388

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

Toyota

Highlander

SUV

239,438

S

S

S

S

S

O

O

GMC

Sierra

Pickup

232,323

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

Jeep

Wrangler

SUV

228,032

O

O

-

-

-

O

O

Nissan

Altima

Mid-Size

209,183

S

S

O

O

O

O

O

Jeep

Cherokee

SUV

191,397

O

O

-

O

O

O

O

Nissan

Sentra

Compact

184,618

S

S

S

S

O

S

S

Subaru

Outback

SUV

181,178

S

S

S

S

S

O

O

Hyundai

Elantra

Compact

175,094

S

S

O

S

S

O

O

Subaru

Forester

SUV

171,613

S

S

S

S

S

O

O

Ford

Explorer

SUV

168,309

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

166,045

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

Ford
Fusion
Mid-Size
*Units Sold are for the entire class (light-heavy duty)

Standard (S) Optional (O) Not Available (-)
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According to the J.D. Power U.S. Tech Experience Index, 23% of 20,000
surveyed drivers who routinely operate vehicles with ADAS features complained that
their car’s ADAS alerts were annoying. Of that percentage, 61% try to disable the
system. However, 63% of the drivers that complained still want the feature on their next
car. The majority of driver surveyed did not have complaints and 91% want their next car
to have ADAS equipped [80].
Despite significant ADAS implementation in the commercial market, autonomous
driving done my most of these systems is still limited. Even for vehicles with the most
advanced ADAS systems, most still require that the driver remain in control and attentive
at all times.
Tesla has their autonomous feature, Autopilot. Their system uses eight cameras to
capture a 360º view, twelve ultrasonic sensors, and a forward-facing radar, seen in Figure
3.15. Sensor data is processed using their own developed neural network, for onboard
computing. [38]. It has the ability to steer, brake, and accelerate to stay within its lane.
Additional features include Navigate, a route trip handler which also investigates
highway interchange, navigates ramps, and conducts lane changes around other vehicles.
Smart Summon is low speed feature will autonomously driver from its parking space to
your location and Autopark will self-park in the space indicated by the driver. Tesla also
has a full self-driving system in development and states that vehicles already have all the
sensors necessary [38].
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Figure 3.15 Tesla Sensor Map [38]
Some of the features are not refined enough for all situations [81]. Tesla explicitly
states that drivers are required to pay attention at all times and will shut off features if the
driver’s hands are not detected on the steering wheel. There are reported case of near
misses and accidents due to Autopilot [82-84]. While there is still work to be done, it still
remains more advanced than many comparable ADAS-equipped vehicles.
Cadillac has also revealed unique ADAS functionality. Its self-driving system
Super Cruise, like most ADAS systems, has cameras, radar and ultrasonic sensors to
perceive the road. What sets it apart is has 130,000+ miles of HD map reference data, see
Figure 3.16, to help navigate. 2020 compatible models have access to all of this data and
2018 and 2019 models require a dealer installed update to use the new data (blue). [85].
Cadillac has partnered with the mapping company Ushr to develop this large road data
network [86].
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Figure 3.16 Cadillac HD Map Database [85]
Ushr uses LiDAR equipped cars and planes to make detailed scans of highways,
including curves, lane splits, and mergers [86]. Super Cruise uses GPS and its other
sensors to determine where it is and what map data it can reference. However, its
functionality is limited to these roads and it knows exactly where it can and can’t drive,
notifying the driver in advance. Cadillac has been working to identify road construction
and update databases accordingly and disables the system for those stretches of road. The
system also can’t handle excessively complicated maneuvering and exiting highways
[86]. Drivers are required to pay attention to the road at all times. This system uses the
unique solution of using an infrared camera and head tracking to determine attentiveness
and alert the driver to pay attention.
3.2.6.2 Autonomous Vehicles
The advance AV market is very different from the commercial market. Instead of
focusing on driver assistance development companies are focused on developing AVs
with the goal of Level 5 functionality. Navigant Research puts out an annual report on
AV research progression which outlines what companies are industry leaders. Navigant
ranks companies based on readiness to develop and launch Level 3 – Level 5 systems.
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They are judged based on ten criteria: vision, go-to-market-strategy, partners, production
strategy, product quality and reliability, product portfolio, and staying power [87]. The
company rankings can be seen in Figure 3.17.

Figure 3.17 Navigant AV Leaderboard [88]
The top 5 companies identified in the study are: 1) Waymo; 2) GM Cruise; 3)
Ford Autonomous Vehicles, 4) Aptiv; and 5) Intel-Mobileye. Vehicles for these
companies can be seen in Figures 3-3.
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Figure 3.18 Waymo AV [89]

Figure 3.19 GM Cruise AV [88]
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Figure 3.20 Ford AV [88]

Figure 3.21 Aptiv AV [90]
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Figure 3.22 Mobileye AV [91]
Waymo, GM Cruise, Ford Autonomous Vehicle, and Aptiv all have series of
LiDAR modules mounted around their vehicles. Their navigation protocol is heavily
dependent on the data that LiDAR collects. Mobileye is the one company in top five that
is applying the computer vision approach, basing navigation on camera data [92].
Each of these companies have a slightly different approach to guiding the vehicle.
The common focus among all the companies is to accumulate autonomous travel miles so
that system can learn. They learn most from driving because it allows the vehicles to
collect information to companies to learn from and improve logic, and sensors as they
encounter new situations. To facilitate data collection. companies are partnering with ride
sharing companies. This results in less financial cost and allows human passengers to
experience the vehicle firsthand reviewing their experience. The vehicles are always
closely monitored by a team of engineering to learn and also intervene if need be [51, 9295].
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3.2.6.3 Communication Systems Implementation
Vehicle communication implementation is not very widespread commercially.
One example of implementation is Cadillac’s V2V connectivity. The system uses DSRC
to communicate with other vehicles up to 300 meters to information like location, speed,
heading, and traffic information [96]. Although the hardware and concept demonstrate
potential, the implementation is limited and unstandardized, and it is not yet certain how
other vehicles will interface with it.
There is extensive research in vehicle communication [54-57, 61, 97-103].
Implementation of this research to a large scale is not common. One of the main hurdles
is privacy concerns of propriety information security between competing companies.
Because of that communication based from AV companies is minimal.
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), in partnership with State DOTs is
the main source of V2X implementation through the use of modular pilot programs. The
manifestation of the program is to install supplementary connectivity hardware on
infrastructure, vehicles, and mobile devices to study how it impacts safety and to improve
the technology. Typical safety systems applied in pilot programs can include [105-107]




V2V Safety
o Forward Crash Warning
o Emergency Electronic Brake Lights
o Blind Spot Warning
o Lane Change Warning
o Intersection Movement Assist
o Vehicle Turning Right in Front of Bus Warning
V2I Safety
o Speed Compliance
o Curve Speed Compliance
o Speed Compliance in Work Zone
o Red Light Violation Warning
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o Oversize Vehicle Compliance
o Emergency Communications and Evacuation Information
 V2I Pedestrian Safety
o Pedestrian in Signalized Crosswalk
o Mobile Accessible Pedestrian Signal System
o Pedestrian Collision Warning
 Morning Commute Congestion Issues
o End of Ramp Deceleration Warning
o Forward Collision Warning
o Emergency Electronic Brake Light Warning
 Wrong-Way Drivers
o Wrong-Way Entry
o Intersection Movement Assist
 Working Zone Warning
 Spot Weather Impact Warning
 Distress Notification
Information is collected from the units are sent to vehicles as passive notifications
and require the driver to pay attention and react accordingly.
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CHAPTER 4 INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION INSTRUMENTATION
4.1 Vehicle State Instrumentation
As a human driver we can used our senses to determine everything we need to
know in order to safely navigate the roadway. The ECU needs to collect enough data to
understand the optimal course and actions for the vehicle to take in the future.
4.1.1 Vehicle Behavior Sensor
Kinematic sensors help determine vehicle translational behavior, how the vehicle
is responding from steer, brake, and throttle inputs, and what adjustments need to be
made.
4.1.1.1 Vehicle Acceleration
The purpose of accelerometers is to detect changes in accelerations of the vehicle
in the forward, lateral, and vertical direction. The working concept of an accelerometer is
based off of Newton’s 2nd Law of motion and the Hooke’s Spring Law:

Equation 4.1 Newton’s 2nd Law of Motion

=

Equation 4.2 Hooke’s Law

=

∑

= Sum of forces applied to an object
= mass of the object
= Acceleration of the object
= Spring Displacement
= Spring Stiffness

Accelerometer use a Micro-Electro-Mechanical Sensors (MEMS) which has the
same relative principle from Equation 4.2, except in the electrical domain. Instead of a
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spring, a MEMS uses a capacitor. The capacitor is affected by the displacement of the
mass, changing the voltage measured across the capacitor. Voltage reading is used to
determine the displacement of the mass, and given a capacitor constant (similar to the
spring constant), a force can be calculated. Then using Equation 4.1, the directional
acceleration can be calculated.
Significant variation in accelerometer sensitivity depending on the given
application. Accelerometer range sensitivity is based on a scalar multiple of the earth’s
gravitational constant acceleration(1 = 9.81

/ ). Typical values for some vehicle

related systems are according to the Bosch Automotive Handbook [15]:


Triggering Restraint Systems: 35- 100g



Side-impact and Upfront Sensing: 100-500g



Rollover Detection: 3-7g



Antilock Braking System (ABS) and Electronic Stability Program (ESP):
0.8-1.8g



Chassis Control System: 1-2g (Body Accelerations), 10-20g (axle and
damper)

Accelerometers have many uses in vehicles. It is important to get the correct
results so they can used and yield the correct outcomes. A common source of error is
improper alignment axis alignment. Acceleration is measured with respect to its X, Y,
and Z axis. An example of an accelerometer coordinate system can be seen in Figure 4.1.
If the accelerometer is unknowingly misaligned, data in each axis direction will have a
component of the data from one or both of the other axes, outputting incorrect results.
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Figure 4.1 Accelerometer with Axes [109]
4.1.1.2 Vehicle Speed
Speed can be estimated by integrating an accelerometer signal in the forward
direction of the car. However, the main way of calculating vehicle speed is through the
use of magnetic RPM sensors. One of the most common types is a hall effect sensor.
The hall effect sensor is composed of a current-carrying chip and a permanent
magnet to one side. The rotation object to measured must be magnetic and have
characteristic so that as it rotates components cyclically get closer or farther away from
the sensor (e.g. a metal gear). Two magnetic components on either side of the sensor, as
seen in Figure 4.2, a magnetic field passes through the sensor. The output of the
impended circuit changes based on the gap between the two magnetic pieces. Since the
rotational component cyclically changes, the time displacement between current changes
can be used to determine the rotational velocity of the component [15]. In the case of a
vehicle, the rotational speed measured by the sensor is converted to tangential speed to
calculate the forward vehicle speed.
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Figure 4.2 Hall Effect Sensor Diagram [111].
4.1.1.3 Heading
Vehicle heading references the tangential direction of travel. The heading
direction of a vehicle is essentially coincident with forward direction under normal
driving conditions. Based on speed heading, and current position, the next position after a
specified time interval can be determined. Heading can be measured based on angular
displacement from a given axis on a local scale. In vehicle travel, because of the
magnitude, heading is based on earth’s global cardinal direction system of North, South,
East, and West. A compass works based on magnetic polarity.
The needle of a compass always points to magnetic north of the earth. Heading
angle in this instance, is the angular displacement from magnetic North. Using a compass
can get a heading within a few degrees. However, the magnetic North Pole is not a fixed
point, it changes based on Earth’s magnetic fields [112]. This creates problems for
accurate navigation.
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An alternative source, GPS, can be used to determine the heading of a vehicle.
Since GPS uses Latitude (which runs East and West) and Longitude (North and South),
and therefore, are always referencing True North. Base on sampling GPS, a heading
between two points can be estimated [113, 114]. However, this heading is based on
history, not instantaneous heading. For example, if the held a GPS receiver and rotated it
about the vertical axis it would not know it was pointing a different direction until you
began to move it forward. It also depends on the accuracy of the GPS.
Compasses have resolution limits as well. To measure small changes in heading
gyroscopes are used. The working principles for Gyroscope are based on the Coriolis
Effect and Conservation of Momentum [115]. Assuming a mass under simple harmonic
motion in the X-Direction described by:
=

Equation 4.3 Harmonic Motion

cos

Has a mathematical formula that drives the Coriolis effect is

Equation 4.4 Coriolis Effect

= 2Ω ×

(4.4)

Combining Equation 4.3 and Equation 4.4 yielding:
= −2Ω

cos

(4.5)

Equation 4.5 Coriolis Effect Based on Harmonic Motion
= Displacement
= Amplitude
= Time
Ω = Angular Velocity in the Perpendicular Direction
= Driving Frequency of Vibration
= Coriolis Acceleration
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Assuming a concentrated mass m, the effect of Coriolis Acceleration is
investigated through a mass spring damper model as shown in Figure 4.3. The induced
vibration on the X-direction will generate a perpendicular acceleration on the Y-Axis due
to Coriolis Effect along with a rotational component in the Z-Direction. This rotational
velocity on the Z-Axis labeled as H on Figure 4.3 gets counterbalanced by Conservation
of Momentum where a new rotation labeled as M is created.

Figure 4.3 Gyroscope mechanical model extracted from [115]
The spring-mass-damper model contains springs and damper made of resistive
materials that along with a capacitor will create a voltage drop as the orientation of the
disk changes. From the angular displacement is calculated.
A gyroscope cannot tell what the global orientation without being given an initial
origin. It can be paired with global heading information to fine tune the angular change of
the vehicle, adding more precision.
4.1.2 Vehicle Input Component State Detection
To understand vehicle subsystem state, the ECU needs to know to position of
components such as the throttle, steering wheel, brake, throttle valve, etc. There a variety
of sensor that are used to accomplish this.
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4.1.2.1 Potentiometers
Potentiometers are a position sensor that based of Ohms Law:

Equation 4.6 Ohms Law

=

= Voltage
= Current
= Resistance

A potentiometer is composed of a resistive material and a wiper, seen in Figure
4.4. A proportional relationship exists between length of the resistive strip and its
electrical resistance, seen in Figure 4.4. A wiper moves through the resistive material
creating changing the electrical connection point on the strip, changing the resistance
available. A specific voltage will be output from the sensor for a give wiper position [15].
The potentiometer is connected to the component of interest such that its movement,
moves the wiper in a calibrated manner.

Figure 4.4 Potentiometer Diagram [110]
4.1.3 GPS Positioning
4.1.3.1 Overview
Vehicle navigation and localization is a vital part of increasing the level of
autonomy in vehicles. Smart vehicles must be aware of their current location and
proximities to hazards at all times. For a vehicle to navigate the road, it needs to know
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what lane of the road it is on, how close it is to the lane edges and how the road changes
to be able to finely adjust its trajectory.
Global positioning system (GPS) can be a vital part of locating a vehicle. GPS
uses a series of satellites to triangulate the position of the GPS receiver. GPS has 27
satellites in constellation and is only one of six Global Navigation Satellite Systems
(GNSS) in existence. Others are GLONASS (Russia, 24 satellites), Galileo (European
Union, 27 satellites), BeiDou (China, 35 satellites), IRNSS (India, 7 satellites) and QZSS
(Japan, 4 satellites). Satellite constellations orbit the earth 20,000 km above the surface
[116].
Each satellite constantly broadcasts its current time (to a very accurate degree),
orbit coordinates, and status. GNSS receivers receive this signal and calculates the time it
took the signal to get from satellite to receiver. This can be done because satellites have
rubidium clocks that are accurate to within +/- 5 parts in 1011. It necessary to have this
accuracy because the transmission signal travels at the speed a light. Light travels 300 m
in one microsecond, small time error is magnified. All satellites use the same frequencies,
public uses L1 and L2, but identify themselves using a pseudo random code [116].
The receiver needs approximately 3-4 satellite connections to determine is
location. Even with the multiple satellites, typical positioning error is approximately one
meter at best. Typical error sources are:







Satellite Clocks: +/- 2m
Orbit Errors: +/- 2.5m
Ionospheric Delays: +/- 5m
Tropospheric Delays: +/- 0.5 m
Receiver Noise: +/- 0.3 m
Multipath: +/- 1 m
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One-meter accuracy means that if a vehicle basis its location on GPS alone it will
not be able stay within its lane. There are many correction methods that help improve
accuracy. A GPS system can be supplemented with a Multi-Constellation/ MultiFrequency, Differential GPS (DGPS), Satellite Based Augmentation Systems (SBAS),
Real Time Kinematic (RTK), and Inertia Navigation System (INS) [116].
Multi-Constellation/ Multi-Frequency helps to remove ionosphere errors by
utilizing more GPS frequency bands and other GNSS constellations. The SBAS is a
constellation dedicated to providing correction data to receivers that it acquires from
reference ground stations.
DGPS and RTK are the most research options of vehicle navigation. They both
work by GNSS data from additional base station which remains static. Accuracy of these
systems diminish the further they are from the base station with a maximum range of 20 –
25-mile range of the base station. The static base station develops a time history of GPS
coordinates and exactly determines its own location. Then, the base station sends a
reference set of static GPS coordinates for correction as seen in Figure 4.5. DGPS uses
what is known as a code-based correction method. In this method the pseudorandom code
is used to help refine the position by shifting the signals to sync them up the base station
and rover station. This results in an accuracy of few centimeters. To get this accuracy and
be in connection with minimum of four satellites. RTK differs by using a carrier-based
method. The carrier wave is the wave that is actually carrying the data and has a bit rate
that is 1000 times higher than the pseudorandom code. This increased resolution allows
the RTK system to achieve greater accuracies of a one cm in on ppm. The accuracy
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received from these base stations are good, but they are not cost efficient for ones with
enough range.

Figure 4.5 GNSS Communication with Base Station [116]
Another GPS system addition that helps to increase the accuracy is the addition of
an inertial measurement unit (IMU). An IMU is a sensor that uses accelerometers and
gyroscopes to interpret the current motion of the vehicle. The IMU is often used to help
improve GPS location using the process called dead reckoning (DR). DR uses the IMU to
estimate the future vehicle position for a predicted trajectory based on its current
acceleration and velocity. It then compares this estimated position with the GPS position
to obtain a more accurate vehicle location. The system also helps to fill in gaps when the
GPS signal is momentarily interrupted or lost. One of the main drawbacks of this system
is that when an error occurs in the system, that error can accumulate instead of correcting
itself, placing the vehicle in the wrong position.
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Overall, GPS is a great tool for vehicle navigation, but it must be coupled with
other systems in order to achieve the necessary accuracy to locate the vehicle on a
particular place on the road. However, GPS itself has been shown to be unreliable in
dense urban areas with tall buildings and in tunnels when a constant signal cannot be
found. Other systems can help bridge this gap by predicting future motion and survey the
vehicle surroundings but are subject to limitations as well.

4.2 Environmental Sensing
In the world of autonomous vehicles, detecting the surroundings is a vital part of
safely navigating its environment. In order for the vehicle to detect its surroundings, it
makes use of a variety of sensors, most commonly LiDAR, RADAR, ultrasonic sensors,
and video cameras. Current environment recognition technologies have a wide scope of
aims. Many methods look to locate the relative position of surrounding objects. While
others work to identify specific objects like road markings and signs or pedestrian and
vehicles.
The process of environmental detection is very similar across the wide spectrum
of sensors. The process begins with the collection of data whether that be from RADAR,
video cameras, or LiDAR. The data is then processed and filtered so the data set is
crisper, so it better represents the surrounding environment. One of the main focuses of
the processing is to define object boarders so they can be classified. Once the objects are
defined, they are compared against defined object parameters and features to detect what
the object is. Once the object is correctly identified the data is used in additional analysis,
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so it can be used in the vehicle whether it is for lane detection, sign identification, or
collision avoidance. This is an extraordinary complex procedure and there are many
potential errors. If the objects are not detected or they are classified incorrectly it can
have severe consequences. For example, if a pedestrian is not identified as such, the
vehicle will take no action to avoid them. Each sensor constructs the virtual vehicle
environment in different and therefore each is more affected by different factors.
4.2.1 Proximity Sensors
4.2.1.1 RADAR
Radio Detection and Ranging sensors emit electromagnetic waves and record
time-of-flight (TOF) to reflect off the environment and return. This can be calculated
through the following formula [15]:
=

Equation 4.7 RADAR TOF

2

Where:
= Time
= distance
= wave speed
RADAR at normal conditions uses the Doppler Effect to accurately measure
speeds. The Doppler Effect is the difference in between an observed frequency and an
emitted frequency relative to the source of the waves. This can be illustrated with the
following formula [117]:

Equation 4.8 Doppler Effect

=

+
−
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= Observer’s Frequency
= Source Frequency
= Speed of Light
= Observer’s Velocity
= Source’s Velocity

This concept is diagram in Figure 4.6. As the source moves with a given velocity,
it alters frequency of the signal measured by observers on either side.

Figure 4.6 Doppler Effect on Two Different Observers [118]
From Equation 4.8, some inferences can be made. First, the Doppler Effect is
affected by the medium in which the waves are traveling. Because the speed of light is
approximately constant in air, distances can be calculated from TOF. Second, since the
effect is calculated from bouncing of waves, material properties alter the degree of
effectiveness for RADARs. Within the same scope, clutter echoes coming from weather
environments (such as hail, rain snow) tend to interfere with the RADAR waves because
they create constructive or destructive interference of waves with the observer’s
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frequency [117]. When this occurs, received signals by the RADAR might be higher or
lower than the true wave, which creates inaccurate predictions for object positioning and
recognition. Another flaw with RADAR is that due to its relatively low wave frequency,
it has the potential to pass through some objects rather than rebound back to the sensor.
Due to this, when using RADAR, a variety of them are typically placed around the
vehicle.
RADAR is used for systems like blind spot warning, ACC, and FCW, in which
there are different ranges of RADAR used.
Short-Range RADAR Systems uses Continuous Waves (CW) only. Long-Range
RADAR uses Frequency Modulated Continuous Waves (FMCW), which can modulate
transmission frequency for variable distance determination. Some RADAR
measurements are only possible by changing frequency during runtime. For example,
measuring target range and relative velocity at the same time is only possible in FMCW
RADAR and not in CW RADAR. Both utilize the Doppler Effect to calculate vehicle
positions. The following are the specifications for both RADAR types and their common
characteristics [117]:




FMCW RADAR
o Operational Frequency
 7 GHz
o Range of Distance and Accuracy
 2 m to 250 m with + 3 cm
CW RADAR
o Operational Frequency
 24 GHz
o Range of Distance and Accuracy
 20 cm to 20 m with + 3 cm
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Figure 4.7 RADAR sensor and specifications manufactured by BOSCH [119]
Finally, RADAR is not able to distinguish one object from another, so vehicles
cannot rely only on it to make intelligent decisions. It also has a limited field of view and
there is trade-off between range and field of view. The longer the range of the sensor the
smaller the degree of view [119]. Additionally, RADAR has the potential to pass through
objects rather than rebound back to the sensor. As a result, it must be used in conjunction
with other sensors to control an autonomous vehicle.
4.2.1.2 Ultrasonic
Another sensor that can be used in modern vehicles is an ultrasonic sensor. An
ultrasonic senor used in vehicles can be seen in Figure 4.8. The working principle is
similar to RADAR, where a sound wave is emitted into an environment that is reflected
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off objects and sent back to the sensor. The main difference is that ultrasonic sensors
operate using a different signal. Ultrasonic sensors also have a much smaller range of
only a few meters [120]. Therefore, these sensors are used to detect objects near vehicles.
They are typically used in low-speed scenarios like parking assist systems [121].

Figure 4.8 Ultrasonic by BOSCH [122]
Similar to RADAR, ultrasonic sensors are only good for proximity sensing and
distance measurement and cannot distinguish one object from another. Another flaw with
ultrasonic is that some materials are sound absorbent making them invisible to the sensor.
Additionally, some other materials that are partially sound absorbent will obscure the
distance measurement can lead to errors. These sensors can also be influenced by other
factors like ambient noise, humidity, and temperature [117, 120].
4.2.2 Feature Detection Sensors
4.2.2.1 Video Camera Sensors
This sensor works under the principle of photo sensing. The principle of photo
sensing is that photons shine in a semiconductor, generating electrons, which have a
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charge and an electric field. Then, a photoelectric current is generated to measure the
light intensity in the form of voltage. Different semiconductors provide different contrasts
or intensity for the video sensor. The most used are the photodiode and metal-oxide
semiconductor capacitor (MOS capacitor). MOS capacitors have two variations, which
are charge-coupled devices (CCD sensors) and CMOS sensor technology. Each type of
sensor has different advantages, for example CMOS sensors require less energy to
operate than CCD sensors. CCD pixels are read serially whereas on CMOS these are read
out in a matrix structure [15, 117].
Despite different efficiency differences, the main disadvantage of these sensors is
that they are susceptible to extreme weather conditions and image identification
problems. However, video cameras are very inexpensive, especially compared to the
other vehicle environment sensors. Cameras are a great recognition tool because they,
like humans, see the world in the optical spectrum. This allows us to use the things that
we can see to program the camera to distinguish different objects. However, unlike
humans, cameras do not see in three dimensions. In fact, without any context the visual
images are dimensionless to a computer. One way to combat this is instead of using a
single camera (monocular vision), two cameras are use simultaneously (stereo vision).
A stereo camera configuration can be seen in Figure 4.9. Stereo vision cameras
are aligned to capture two images of the same object. The two objects undergo the
process of image rectification. In this process, the images are compared with one another
and the similar pixels are matched up horizontally. Then by using the distance between
the two cameras and the cameras’ focal point, the disparity between the two images is
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used to dimension the objects in the frame. In this way the camera system can tell the size
of objects and the distance they are away [123]. The next step is to classify the objects in
the image.

Figure 4.9 Stereo vision sensor manufactured by DENSO [124]
Both monocular vision and stereo vision work using similar processes to classify
objects. One method is done by motion recognition. Motion recognition is typically used
to locate vehicles. The camera tracks the pixels in the images by comparing it with the
previous frames. The vehicle pixels will move in uniform manner and can be singled out
by the computer. The reverse also works if the host car is moving along with the other
vehicle, the vehicle pixel will remain relatively stationary while the surrounding pixels
will move out of the frame. This method also helps to filter out false positives. If a
vehicle suddenly pops up out of nowhere instead of gradually coming into frame as a
normal vehicle, it can be determined to be a false reading. The other method of object
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classification is appearance recognition. The pixel patterns are analyzed for specific
characteristics [125].
A histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) is one of the methods used to define the
edges of potential objects. It works by calculating the gradient of the color intensity in the
image. Typically, the background intensity is lower, and the intensity increases at the
edges of an object as they are made up of more definitive color schemes. This defines the
relative shape of the objects, which can be used to classify them. This method is
particularly useful in road sign detection as they have very sharp edges with sharp
contrast to the rest of their surroundings and some signs have different shapes, which
simplifies the identification process. However, this method in particular is very
computationally expensive [126].
Another common method is for edged detection is known as Canny Edge
Detection. It starts with a regular image then it applies a filter to reduce noise, preserve
blocks of pixels of like color. Next gradients are found, lane edges resulting in the highest
magnitudes and singled out by predetermined thresholds. Finally, the image is cleaned up
by eliminated edges that minor and not part of the strong edge, in this case being the lane
line. This is assisted by the lane edges being orientated in the vertical direction due to
careful camera calibration. [25]. An example of a post analysis image can be seen in
Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10 Binary Lane Detection Image [25]
Haar-like feature is a feature that works by looking for pixel patterns specific to
certain objects. For example, the front of vehicles can be defined by the clear headlights
and windshield and the side has circular tires and uniquely shaped windows [125]
Camera vision systems are built of databases of millions of photos of objects. The photos
are used to train the computer to recognize the pixel patters associated to each object.
This database logic is known as a neural network.
Image recognition is not a perfect system and there are many things that can cause
issues. Image recognition using pixel images is a very computationally expensive
undertaking. This can be solved by reducing the resolution of the camera, but too little
resolution will yield additional errors. Lightning has a big impact as shadows disrupt the
process, if the object can be seen at all. However, high dynamic cameras can help as they
are able to see more in low light scenarios. Another major issue with cameras is that can
easily get it wrong. For example, in Figure 4.11 the computer predicted the sign on the
right was a 45 mph speed limit sign. Why? Because there are stickers on the sign. By the
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computer logic, stop signs don’t have random square in the middle, therefore it made the
next closest guess [127].

Figure 4.11 Stop Sign Camera Vision Issue [127]
4.2.2.2 LiDAR Sensors
Lidar is a sensing system that is used by most fully autonomous vehicle
developers. Typically, at least one LiDAR is placed on the top of the vehicle, and some
systems include smaller sensors all around the vehicle. Examples of different LiDAR
sensors can be seen in Figure 4.12. LiDAR uses a series of non-visible laser beams that
move at the speed of light to scan the vehicle surroundings. A top of the line lidar is seen
in Figure 4.12, the Velodyne HDL-64E. This specific LiDAR has 64 lasers, a 120-meter
range, a 360° horizontal view, and a 26.9° vertical view. This sensor collects
approximately 2.2 million points per second at 0.8° angular resolution [45]. This sensor
comes with a price tag of $85,000 [46].
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Figure 4.12 Examples of LiDAR sensors as manufactured by Velodyne [129]
LiDAR collects data point by point. Associated with each point is a position in
space relative to the sensor and return intensity. This data is then compiled to make a
point cloud of the placement of all the objects around the vehicle. Positional data is
compiled to create a virtual space that surrounds the vehicle. Then the system works to
classify the objects in the environment. Two different methods are used together to help
detect objects. The intensity given off by an object can help indicate the material or its
surface finish. The next method is using the entire object shape and based on unique
object profiles, like height and length, the sensor is able to determine the identity of the
object [128]. For example, the unique curvature and profile of vehicles is used to detect
them on the road. Like computer vision systems, LiDAR is back by large databases of
particular object and also entire road networks. These are known as HD maps or GIS
data. This information is collected before a LiDAR based vehicle ever tries to
autonomously navigate [51].
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There are many companies that have undertaken the task of mapping roads and
they all do it a little differently. These maps do not just consist of LiDAR point but are
composed of multiple layers. Seen in Figure 4.13 are the various layers in a HD map
determined by Lyft [130]. The base layer is a standard definition map. The geometric
layer is composed of raw sensors data. The semantic layer has road data information such
as lane lines, intersection, traffic lights, speed limits, lane change restriction etc. Map
priors are dynamic aspects like wait times, which traffic lights change. The real-time
layer contains real-time traffic data to be shared among vehicles [131].

Figure 4.13 Lyft Map Layers [130]
Under clear conditions, Lidar can provide up to +/- 2 cm level accuracy at an
angular resolution 0.08°. Because of this LiDAR is an excellent tool for interpreting the
vehicle space and creating a detailed virtual map. However, there are some major pitfalls
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with the system. The sensor can gather a lot of data around the vehicle, but only in clear
and controlled environments. If there is any significant particle accumulation in the air in
the form of dust, rain, or snow the laser will reflect off these instead of reaching the
important objects. LiDAR cannot process what it cannot see. This poses a major problem
given that a lidar-controlled vehicle fleet could not be used unless the conditions are
ideal. Additionally, if anything gets on the sensor itself, it will also obstruct the sensor
which can be a common occurrence since it is typically exposed on the top of the vehicle
[132, 133].
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CHAPTER 5 ADDITIONAL TOPICS IN INTELLIGENT TRANSPORTATION
5.1 Security
Cybersecurity is small area of research in transportation in relation to ADAS and
AV development. It is a vital part of a developing a smarter and automated transportation
system. In the advent of advanced vehicle communication, a major safety threat is cyberattacks. Automation helps to increase the overall efficiency, but it also increases the
number of systems that can be hacked. Computerized systems within the vehicle, vehicle
sensors, and other vehicle communication is all vulnerable to cyberattacks. If the system
can be infiltrated by hackers, it can essentially be rendered useless and create more
problems.
Modern vehicles are highly computerized and are controlled by hundreds of
electronic systems [134]. Systems like braking, steering and other systems are controlled
by the vehicle’s centralized computer. Cellular and internet connections built into the
vehicle processors can also increase system override and vulnerability. This makes these
systems accessible to anyone that can establish contact and infiltrate the vehicle system.
There have been several instances of researches hacking into a vehicle’s onboard
computer and controlling the vehicle from miles away to show the vulnerabilities of
existing systems. Currently there has been only one reported instance in which someone
has maliciously hacked into other vehicles. However, the individual used a system
installed by a car dealership to enforce loan repayment, which was not active while the
vehicles were running [135].
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In addition, external vehicle sensors can be tampered. The signals given off by
RADAR and lidar can be disabled in a number of ways. The radio waves given off from
the RADAR sensors can be interfered with by sending a jamming or canceling wave to
the sensor. The signal can also be spoofed by a separate radio signal to broadcast false
readings [136]. Lidar can also be corrupted by shooting lasers at the lidar sensor to incite
false readings.
Vehicle communication systems have many potential security risks as well. Many
V2V and V2I communications systems rely on direct short-range communication
(DSRC) to transmit data. Just as with vehicle RADAR sensors, DSRC is prone to similar
disruption attacks. One major area of concern aside from signal disruption is the
broadcasting of false information across a communication network. If incorrect
information is intentionally input into the vehicle, results could be disastrous. Reliable
methods for validating incoming data packets are currently being researched.
.
Ensuring the security and accuracy of transportation is vital to the success of a
fully connected transportation network. As vehicles become more autonomous and
people become more dependent on new technology, this area becomes more important.
To be able to realize a transportation paradigm in which everything is completely
connected and almost fully autonomous, the security of the system needs to be nearly
impenetrable. Since everything would be connected, one infiltration would have
repercussive results and can bring everything to a halt.
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One validation method that is of significant interest is the use of blockchain to
create a reliable information transfer system and is being investigated by a couple of
transportation research groups [137, 138]. Blockchain works by creating a ledger of the
history of the data that is time stamped. The data is decentralized, carried and verified by
a series of independent servers. The process makes it difficult to add false data into the
system since it is verified by nodes other than the one that is being transmitted to and it is
compared against the ledger created by the data that had been previously transferred
[137].
5.2 Autonomous Legality
Vehicle autonomy has created legal challenges as well, as the principal
stakeholder and/or decision maker, and with whom responsibility for vehicle actions lies,
is vague. To limit commercial liability, every commercial ADAS feature has notices and
warnings to not rely on the system and the driver should remain attentive and in control
of the vehicle at all times [7-12]. This puts all the responsibility on the driver. Drivers
who seek the benefits of vehicle autonomy may be frustrated by the significant personal
responsibilities which accompany these features and may change how the benefits are
perceived.
One theory is that AVs should be given canine liability. In the case of a pet, you
do not fully make decisions for them as they are an independently thinking entity.
However, if they damage something are hurt someone you are liable because you own
them. Arguments are made that the same could go for personally owned AVs [139]. The
opposite argument could be made that the AV developers own the propriety technology
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and therefore they should be liable. Additional reasons for this are manufacturing and
design defects [140]. This is complicated topic that needs to be determined in the near
future.
Some new incentives being offered to encourage greater adoption of autonomous vehicle
technologies. Some insurance companies offer discounts if you drive a car with these
features, while others consider them a safety risk. While ADAS is very helpful, insurance
companies worry about its reliability and driver’s dependence on it. Another factor is
repair costs. A $300 bumper now cost $1,500 because all of the hardware imbedded
inside [141].
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CHAPTER 6 VEHICLE GUIDANCE SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
6.1 System Objectives
Based on the findings discussed in Chapters 2 through 4 researches proposed an
externally informed system which, combined with the capabilities of current intelligent
vehicle technology, can result in more accurate navigation, supporting a broader range of
roads and environmental conditions. In order for the proposed system to accomplish this,
research outlined requirements for the system as well as desirables for the system.
6.1.1 Critical Factors
1. Provide verified road composition data to vehicles so that the vehicle can remain
safely on the road independent on onboard sensors. Additionally, provide a
reference source to confirm the accuracy of sensor information.
2. Impervious to environment. Vehicles are able to receive and use road data
regardless of surroundings (tall building, mountains, trees, etc.) and weather
conditions (rain, snow, dust, etc.)
3. Functional for all roads regardless of pavement type, lane configuration, urban or
rural streets, and travel speed.
4. Applicable to any vehicle. Vehicles apply the transmitted data and apply it to their
specific dynamic characteristics.
5. Secure for system infrastructure, data, and all users. It is vital to ensure that the
transmitted data is not tampered, nor the infrastructure compromised.
Additionally, all users need to be able used the system without their vehicle or
personal information being compromised.
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6.1.2 Desirables
1. Road composition minimizes the amount of data required. This will
reduce the bandwidth require to transmit and processing power for vehicle
CPUs.
2. Road composition information is updatable to account for path alterations
(work zones, lane closures, speed limit updates) and isolated events
(accidents, weather issues, emergency vehicles).
6.2 Overall Concept
The overall concept for the vehicle guidance system is rooted in a V2I structure.
This approach is more resistant to environment conditions as communications signals are
minimally affected by weather related events. A summary flow chart of the overall
process is shown in Figure 6.1. White blocks are in currently being researched and grayed
blocks are future research needs.
In this system all users of the transportation would be connected to infrastructurebased system that provides data so that they can safely navigate the roadway. The focus
of the system is that the vehicle can stay in their specific travel lanes without being
dependent on onboard sensors. If the sensors are functioning correctly the system can
also help to verify that the data, the sensors are seeing is correct.

Figure 6.1 System Flow Diagram
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The infrastructure of the system is composed of local data storage and
transmission hubs that will provide relevant data for the vehicle to navigate its local
environment. In this way vehicle do not need to store and process enormous databases. It
also doesn’t require a continuous data stream or connection to navigate as the vehicles
would the information they need to navigate. This data discretization will help the system
security by spreading the information across many nodes.
The composition of the data will have a much more condensed format than typical
methods like HD maps. The data will be structured in such a way that exploits the
principles of road construction and vehicle handling dynamics. This will also help the
computational efficiency of the data. The collection and data characterization process
would take a place in the development and installation process. Only intermediate
updates would be conducted based on information uploaded to the system by users or
managers. Major update could be conducted in the event of large-scale construction such
lane additions, or new roads. Compiling the data in this manner will allow the data to be
analyzed before being public to verify accuracy and fix issues.
Based on this information vehicles will interpret the data apply it to work the
specific dynamic characteristics. Then the vehicle will be able to aid the driver or control
the vehicle to maintain their current travel lane. Vehicles will still be reliant on their
sensors process dynamic aspects relevant to collision avoidance. The vehicles can also
serve as update references by uploading critical information to the data hubs like
accidents, weather issues, and construction.
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6.3 Road Data Composition Development
6.3.1 Vehicle Dynamics
Traveling on the roadway is a complicated task because of all of the variables that
need to be considered and all the other users involved. However, the specific task of
staying within a road lane is a mundane task in relation to other maneuvers like collision
avoidance. The main task that must be executed to remain on the road is steering.
To understand the mechanics of vehicle cornering a vehicle coordinate system
needs to be established. The SAE conventional system can be seen in

Figure 6.2 SAE Coordinate System [142]
When a steering input is given to the front tires, the vehicle begins to yaw
clockwise or counterclockwise depending on the direction. The degree to which a change
in steering input affects the dynamic behavior is dependent on the specific vehicle. The
left and right front tire don’t steer at the exact same angle (due to the kinematics of the
steering system. A given Ackerman Angle will result in a specific turn radius. Ackerman
and turn radius are related based on wheelbase as seen in the following formula:
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Equation 6.1 Ackerman Steer Angle

=

= Ackerman Angle
= Wheelbase
= Turn Radius
Ackerman steering is only valid for low speeds. As the vehicle speed increases
while cornering the tires develop lateral force (in the Y direction). This lateral force
causes the tires to slip perpendicular to the direction of travel (to the outside of the
curve). This lateral force is caused by lateral acceleration which is dependent on vehicle
speed and turn radius seen in Equation 6.2.
=

Equation 6.2 Vehicle Lateral Acceleration on a Curve
= Lateral Acceleration
= Vehicle Speed
= Road Curvature
When the X and Y movement components are summed together a new direction
of travel is obtained. The angular difference between the new direction of travel and the
X component is known as slip angle. The slip angle differs for the front and back wheels.
The bicycle model with slip angles and be seen in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3 Bicycle Model [73]
= Rear Wheel Slip Angle
= Front Wheel Slip Angle
b = Distance from front wheel to vehicle center of gravity (c.g.)
c = Distance from rear wheel to vehicle c.g.
R = Turn Radius
= Ackerman Angle
A relatively proportional relationship exists between slip angle and lateral force
known as cornering stiffness. To estimate the turn radius at higher speeds the due to this
additional factor are taken into account in
= 57.3

+

−

Equation 6.3 High Speed Cornering Ackerman Steer
= Load on Front Axle
= Load on Rear Axle
= Front Tires Cornering Stiffness
= Rear Tires Cornering Stiffness
These additional terms are condensed into a factor known the understeer gradient
shown in Equation 6.4.
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= 57.3

+

Equation 6.4 Understeer Gradient Ackerman Steer Angle
= Understeer Gradient (deg/g)
= Lateral Acceleration
The understeer gradient is a complex variable that is dependent of cornering
stiffness, weight distribution, speed and turn radius [73]. It is multiplied by lateral
acceleration which is dependent vehicle speed in Equation 6.2. This makes sense because
lateral acceleration results in a larger slip angle, therefore causing the vehicle to steer
more. Understeer is a particular steering configuration that applies to most vehicles.
There are vehicles that have oversteer for which the vehicle steer less based on increase
in speed, and Neutral Steer for which the vehicle steering is unaffected.
Overall vehicle steering dynamics are highly dependent on vehicle speed and turn
radius. A vehicle cannot just use those variables alone because of the nonlinear
characteristic from the steering gradient. Variance in road friction also plays a factor.
However, speed and radius can be used to estimate a relative steering target value and the
actual angle will be within a reasonable threshold.
6.3.2 AASHTO Road Design
All public road a required to comply with federal guidelines. These guidelines are
found in the AASHTO (American Association of State Highway and Transportation
Officials) Green Book [143]. This book has specific geometric guidelines for designing
roads. The guidelines that we are focusing for general roads curves.
Guidelines are developed such that the dynamic capacity of any vehicle (cars,
trucks, semi-trucks) is never in danger of being met under stable conditions. This
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accounts for the road being composed of different materials and for adverse conditions
that reduce the maneuverability like moisture. The other consideration used in developing
these guidelines is occupant ride comfort. To accomplish this, aspects like quick changes
in motion are minimized.
There a few details that need to are considered in the geometric design of
roadways. The first is superelevation. Superelevation is the term used for the degree of
banking used in curves. An illustration of superelevation is seen in Figure 6.4. It is used
to help ensure safety and comfort for vehicles [144]. The road angle helps transfer some
of the lateral load into the pavement.

Figure 6.4 Superelevation Diagram [145]
Another aspect of road design is the side friction factor. As previously discussed,
lateral force is developed when cornering which requires side friction to maintain the
curve trajectory. The side friction factor prescribed in the AASHTO Green Book is
associated with a specific travel speed, which are summarize in Table 6.1. To ensure that
the friction limits of vehicles are never met the friction factors are used in road design are
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given a significant safety factor. This limit also helps occupant comfort. An elevated
lateral acceleration will make vehicle occupants uncomfortable which could result in
poorer driving behavior [144].
Table 6.1 Maximum Side Friction for Given Travel Speed
Design Speed
(mph)
10
15
20
25
30
34
40
45
50
55
60
65
70
75
80

Maximum
Friction Factor
0.38
0.32
0.27
0.23
0.2
0.18
0.16
0.15
0.14
0.13
0.12
0.11
0.1
0.09
0.08

Roads are composed of three types: straight, transitions, and constant radius.
Straight sections of road have a turn radius of zero and do not require restrictions. For
constant radius curves the design factor is the minimum allowable curve radius. The
minimum radius is curve is dependent on travel speed, road elevation, and side friction
factor.
=

15 0.01

+

( . .

Equation 6.5 AASHTO Minimum Radius of Curvature
_

= Superelevation Percentage
= Maximum Side Friction Factor

)
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The road section is the transition. Transition are used to gradually increase the
radius of curvature of the road over a certain length. They always proceed and follow
constant radius road sections. Transitions are designed based on travel speed, minimum
radius, and a maximum increase in lateral acceleration.
=

3.15

Equation 6.6 AASHTO Minimum Transition Length
= minimum length of spiral
= rate of increase of lateral acceleration
‘C’ is a metric that allows for a comfortable increase in lateral acceleration. The
maximum value used in road design is 4 ft/s3 (1.2 m/s3). At a constant travel speed,
change in lateral acceleration is initiated by changing the angle of steer.
In summation the most critical part of highway design from a geometric
perspective is radius of curvature and change in radius of curvature over time.
6.3.3 Road Data Structure
After looking at both vehicle dynamics and road design composition it is clear
that they share a common link, road radius of curvature. Road design is governed by road
curvature and road curvature can be used to estimate the steering behavior of the
vehicles.
The basis of the proposed vehicle guidance system will be road curvature. It is
important to make the distinction between radius of curvature and curvature. Curvature is
the inverse of radius of curvature. If radius of curvature were used, as the road straightens
out

becomes undefined. Curvature goes to infinity so that

will go to zero. Instead of
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using complicated multiple order equations to characterize the path, discrete points of
curvature will be used to characterize the roadway.
Curvature alone is not enough to guide the vehicle as it is arbitrary unless it is
transformed into a vector. Heading is also needed to define the orientation of the road.
Heading helps to vector curvature are perpendicular to each other. Combined they
compose a coordinate system that is a Serret-Frenet (Normal-Tangential) Coordinate
system as seen in Figure 6.5. The curvature-heading coordinate will tell the vehicle
orientation the vehicle should be matching along with steering behavior.

Figure 6.5 Normal-Tangential Coordinates Along a Curve
A summation of the fundamental information for this system based on road
curvature, heading, and path positional data in a discrete form is diagramed in Figure 6.6.
This data set will be specific to each travel lane along the roadway.
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Figure 6.6 Proposed Road Composition Data
6.3.3.1 Additional Data
The road path data is fundamental piece of the guidance system and it is what will
allow the vehicle to stay on the road. However more layers of information are also
needed to encompass the transportation environment. An additional road structure layer is
need and would include non-geometric road data. Examples include number of lanes,
speed limit, stop signs, traffic lights, no passing zones, etc. Dynamic layers could also be
included. These layers would include more frequent updates to the system like road
closures, work zone, accident, weather advisory’s, and congestion information. The
dynamic layer could be update live by system user (vehicles) and by system managers.
6.4 Advantages
6.4.1 Independency
1. Weather
A primary advantage of this system is that is it communication based.
Fundamental information is disseminated using wireless data transmission mediums.
Commination medium that are relevant to V2X systems are not significantly affected by
weather [146, 147]. In contrast onboard vehicle environment sensors are highly affected.
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Additionally, the road composition data is not collected live so issues like snow covered
roads are irrelevant from a data perspective.
2. Data Acquisition
The data structure is composed of specific elements that help guide the vehicle.
However, this data is all outcome based. It does not matter how the data is collected. It
can be from LiDAR, cameras, GNSS, or any other method. As long as position, heading
and curvature data and be discretely extracted and is accurate, the data acquisition
method does not matter.
3. Road Type
This system can work for all types of road. Since the composition data can be
collected in a variety of ways what type of road does not matter. For example, some
systems can only characterize the road if it can see lane lines, however, that creates issues
for rural unpaved roads. This system can use lane line data acquisition systems, but it is
not limited by it.
4. Vehicle Type
The system can work for all types a vehicle, from small sedans to large semitrucks. The system is not transmitting any kinematic instruction, it is only providing the
path characteristics. Vehicles can use their own custom guidance systems to apply the
data based on their knowledge of their specific dynamic behavior.
6.4.2 Data Efficiency
Unlike current navigational data bases, like HD Maps with billions of data points,
the proposed road data composition is a much more condensed data set. By characterizing
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the roadway much less data could be required for the vehicle to safely stay on the road.
This means much less data needs to be stored on vehicle ECUs. Additionally, using
curvature is very beneficial because it comes from the fundamentals of road design and
vehicle steering fundamentals. Because of this relationship it will help reduce
computational cost.
6.4.3 Reliability
The road data is not collected live. Therefore, the data can be verified for
accuracy before it is available for public use. Additionally, any changes and updates
made to the system can also go through a similar process. Since all the information will
be verified, it can also be used to confirm information collected live by vehicle sensors.
6.4.4 Adaptability
The main advantage of a connected system is that it can be dynamically updated
so that drivers have a semi-live stream of information. Vehicle can use updated
information of to adjust a head of time to avoid delays or danger spots.
6.5 Disadvantages
6.5.1 Infrastructure
In order for this system to function, significant infrastructure upgrades need to be
implemented. There needs to be a plurality of data transmission hubs so that vehicles can
be connected wherever they go so that they can receive the road data and precise
positioning coordinates. All of these stations will need to be maintained to ensure that
they remain online at all times. They will also need to be monitored so that problems can
be immediately detected.
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Compiling all of the road data will also be a tremendous undertaking. There are
many options of collection the data, but it still needs to be done. It also needs to be
processed in and verified for accuracy, this means test pilots and other programs to work
out flaws in the system,
6.5.2 Security
Security is an issue that needs to be addressed. If the tampered data is
unknowingly sent to AVs it could mean hundreds of accidents and potential fatalities.
Person security is another aspect. If personal vehicles are being used, then people’s
information associated with the vehicle could be at risk.
Another issue to be addressed is privacy concerns. The system needs to determine
precise vehicle position to guide the vehicle. The public will be concerned that they are
being tracked and information will be used against them. Automotive privacy is another
aspect. Car manufactures could be worried that developing vehicles that connect to the
system can have data collected and features and technology can be reverse engineered by
other companies.
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CHAPTER 7 SYSTEM CONSTRUCTION
7.1 System Module Overview
Now that specific regarding the data composition is discussed method and
structure for the system will be outlined. The overall functionality of the system, denoted
whereon as the Midwest Smart Barrier, is utilizes a modular approach diagrammed in
Figure 7.1. The distinct modules are denoted as: Road Path Composition, Dynamic
Vehicle Positioning and Data Transmission, and Vehicle Guidance.

Figure 7.1 Midwest Smart Barrier Concept
A module approach allows the individual system to stand alone in their
development, but with knowledge of the pieces. In this way the entire system does not
have to be an entirely uniform and standardized method. Different contributor can put
their own spin on the system adding parts that they want and reaching the end outcome of
guiding the vehicle in different ways.
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A comparison would be mobile phone ecosystem. There are many cell phone
companies each with many models of phones that look different, have different operating
systems, and unique functionalities. However, they all work on a specific phone network
(i.e. Verizon, AT&T). The end outcome is always the same, communication through
talking, text, and video chatting. Users even communicate with users of different
networks.
The consistent part of this system is the fundamental composition of the road data,
and the infrastructure that transmits the data and provides precision positioning. This also
allows individual entities to take ownership of the entire system, wanting to contribute
the development of the base structure. Then they can use their own technology and adapt
it to the fundamental system and add on to their specific system to make it their own.
7.2 Road Path Composition
The Road Path Composition module consists of mathematically describing a
travel lane according to the lane centerline and converting lane boundaries into spatial
coordinates (local Cartesian coordinates or global latitude and longitude). When lane
boundaries are indeterminate (e.g., rural roads), it is anticipated that road boundaries will
be used as lane boundaries. In addition to spatial coordinates, path curvature and heading
will also be prescribed for each datum point.
Road data will also consist of non-geometric data, the other aspects that a vehicle
would need to know to safely travel the roadway. A layer containing information like
number of lanes, speed limit, stop signs, traffic lights, and no passing zones would
accompany the mathematical path data. Dynamic layers would also be included. These
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layers would include more frequent updates to the system like road closures, work zone,
accident, weather advisory’s, and congestion information. The dynamic layer would be
update live by system user (vehicles) and by system managers.
The information identified by Road Path Composition module will be digitally
stored on the vehicle, but only a relevant subset. Subsets would be sent to vehicles, based
on proximity or route planning, using a wireless connection (second module).
Even with the condensed data, storing all the data of a fully implemented system
will be cumbersome. It will be necessary to parse the data so the vehicle guidance system
can get the data it needs quickly. Vehicle could have data based on a certain square mile,
for a neighborhood are an entire state. It could also be a function route planning, where
the vehicle knows the start and end to the trip route and only requires that information.
The system requires positional coordinate data to be sent to the vehicle. This will
require infrastructural nodes spread out throughout the implementation range. Since they
are already there, they can also send they modularize the data to the vehicle with a certain
range.
7.3 Vehicle Interaction Module
The objectives of the Vehicle Interaction Module is to relate vehicle kinematics to
the road profile, identify the nominal positional error of the vehicle from an “ideal” lane
occupation, and identify what corrections, if any, are required to return the vehicle to the
target path. The instantaneous vehicle position will be correlated with road data and the
lateral deviation of the vehicle position from the ideal trajectory will be calculated, as
well as deviations in speed from a target maximum speed (initially equal to the speed
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limit, but which could be modifiable based on weather conditions, speed limit, and work
zone constraints in future iterations), vehicle heading angle and steering input, and
stability (angular rates of change and instantaneous offsets from “nominal” level
condition). It is anticipated that the corrections will be related to vehicle speed to increase
safety and caution at high speeds but permit greater deviation (both in terms of position
and kinematics) at lower speeds.
The corrections calculated by the system may be unique based on vehicle type
and could be proprietary. The corrections will correlate turn radius (steering) with path
curvature and trajectory estimations based on predicted deviations, occupant comfort, and
vehicle performance limitations. Human driver augmentation systems will then relay
correction data in the form of audible, tactile, and/or visual warnings, whereas
autonomous (or semi-autonomous) systems may make automatic corrections. Ultimately
the implementation of driver assistance or vehicle control is up to the discretion the
vehicle manufacturers.
7.3.1 Research Progress
The remainder of this thesis is focused on the development of the vehicle
interaction module. The ultimate manifestation of how vehicles interact with the system
will most likely be developed by vehicle manufactures. The objective of this
development to investigate the uniqueness of the system and how it can be used to assist
drivers, with vehicle safety and road departure metrics, and control vehicles, with an
example control structure.
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7.4 Assumptions
The operation of the Midwest Smart Barrier System is assumed to satisfy the
following conditions:
1) The vehicle possesses the necessary equipment and computational power to process
wireless data and evaluate with ad hoc, live data collection.
a. For manually operated vehicles: driver alert/warning systems will be
implemented to warn drivers of potential for ROR crash
b. For autonomous vehicles: equipment required to steer, apply throttle and
brake pressure, and detect wheel slip required to correct vehicle trajectory
2) There are no random abnormalities in the road environment that would adversely
affect a vehicle’s trajectory along the roadway such as potholes, animals crossing,
or construction zones.
a. In-road obstruction avoidance is considered the responsibility of collisionavoidance systems (ADAS)
b. Degenerated road elements (e.g., potholes) may compromise the quality of
lane keeping system operations. Crowd-sourced data may provide
information on obstructions in the roadway
3) Connectivity exists throughout the driven corridor and the operation of the wireless
system.
Only the baseline operation of the Midwest Smart Barrier system is described in
this research. Specifically, this report does not describe the operation of the vehicle
localization module, as the design of the wireless interface and hardware were beyond the
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scope of this research effort. As well, it is anticipated that other ADAS operations
including optical lane keeping assistance systems, crash avoidance systems, blind spot
and cross-tracking warnings, and other features may also be used.
7.5 Module Development and Ownership
Implementing this system will be a large undertaking. Significant development
and setup will be required to ensure that it works correctly. One major take away from
the phase one study is that there many contributors to AV research, however, most don’t
work together. This proposed system seeks to have a more open-source approach. It
should be recognized that different entities have unique knowledge and expertise that
they can bring. Groups can contribute to the modules, helping to advance the technology
and make the system the best it can be. Summarized in Figure 7.2 are the three modules,
what is being done by each system and potential groups that can contribute to them.
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Figure 7.2 System Information and Ownership
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CHAPTER 8 VEHICLE RISK FACTORS
8.1 Road Departure Characteristics
Occupants of vehicles may experience risk of injury in the event that vehicles
depart the travel lane. Vehicles run the risk of impacting other vehicles, roadside
hardware, signs, trees, or running off steep drop offs. Therefore, it is necessary to explore
what metrics can be used based on the MwRSF Smart Barrier to track current deviations
and predict potential deviations from the road
8.1.1 Lateral Deviation
Vehicle departure monitoring is incomplete without vehicle distance relative to a
target path or boundary. Vehicle deviation from the desired trajectory is critical in order
to evaluate path following efficacy. In the scenario of a slow and gradual departure, it is
the only metric that will detect the issue.
The road path data for the proposed system is composed of discrete points in
space. The actual manifestation of these locations could be in the form of GNSS data,
UTM coordinates, or other methods. For the purpose of the developing deviation criteria,
both the road coordinates and vehicle location will be referenced based on local a XY
(Cartesian) coordinate system.
In the XY coordinate system, determining error to the target path can be based on
the vehicles deviation from the discrete reference points, as shown in Figure 8.1. There
are a few issues with measuring position error from discrete reference points. Generally,
a minimum of two and preferably three reference points will be required to identify the
vehicle position accurately, which requires multiple calculations for vehicle position.
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Second, the sampled vehicle position will almost never be aligned with a specific point,
and by the definition of error in Figure 8.1, even if the vehicle is on path, error may exist.
Vehicle position needs to be identified both in terms of progression between the road
points (longitudinal progress between points) and the lateral offset relative to the target
road path. It is vital to get the most accurate distance to target path.

Figure 8.1 Vehicle Error from Discrete Points
It is anticipated that a limited path length will be used, therefore the system can
search through a narrow set of points and determine the candidate reference points. In a
full-scale scenario, there will be too many coordinates to search through all of them to
find the closest one. To assist this process the system can use integral displacement based
on travel speed to create a coordinate search window (horizon) from the last closest point
and determine the closet point between a small group of points. This concept is
demonstrated in Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2 Closet Road Coordinate Search Window
Next, the lateral offset from the ideal curve needs to be determined. A road
heading angle is defined for each coordinate. The first heading vector is collinear with the
path between the two points (Figure 8.1) which could be approximated as a straight line.
Note that more advanced mathematical models of the road representation are being
developed which include smooth curvature transitions and instantaneous road tangent
(i.e., reference vehicle heading angle) data. If the coordinate frame is rotated such that the
X-axis is aligned with the heading vector between the points, the error in the Y-axis will
be perpendicular to the path. The graphic implementation of this is seen in Figure 8.3.
The instantaneous rotation heading angle used must be associated with each data point
(X1, Y1).
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Figure 8.3 Rotated Coordinate Frame for Lateral Error Calculation
= ( − ) = X-direction error
=
−
= Y-direction error
= ( − ) = X-direction error
=
−
= Y-direction error
This concept is applied mathematically using the following:
cos
′
=
′
− sin

Equation 8.1 Road Coordinate Rotation Matrix

sin
cos

′ = X’-direction error = Longitudinal Error
′ = Y’-direction error = Lateral Error
= Heading Angle
Since the path between the two points is approximated as a straight line, the
accuracy of this method diminishes when the spatial offsets between consecutive points
are spaced such that the change in heading angle between consecutive points is
significant. Most AASHTO regulated curves have a very slow change in heading angle
per unit length (e.g., per ft). Change in heading for roads with the a superelevation of
12% (the maximum superelevation for the most aggressive heading change) is shown in
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Table 8.1. Heading does not change over small changes in longitudinal distance for
speeds above 25 mph. Heading angles change with a larger rate with respect to
longitudinal travel at low speed because roads are limited by lateral acceleration. Lateral
acceleration is dependent on velocity and curvature via:

=

. It should be noted

that these values for low speeds represents the maximum allowable heading change at
low speeds. Looking at the change in heading angle per second based on advised travel
speed, the disparity is not as severe, but still too great for a linear approximation. Since
the heading can change quickly at low speed, these curves should be sampled at a higher
rate as the vehicle will require a fine-tuned discretization of road data when navigating a
large-curvature turn. Overall, the majority of travel speeds do not induce a high rate of
change in heading, therefore a discrete linear approximation should be applicable.
Table 8.1 Rate of Change of Heading Angle for Roads with 12% Superelevation
Advised Travel Minimum Change in Heading
Speed
Turn Radius
Angle
(mph)
(ft)
(deg/100 ft)
10
13
440.74
15
34
168.52
20
68
84.26
25
119
48.15
30
188
30.48
35
272
21.06
40
381
15.04
45
500
11.46
50
641
8.94
55
807
7.10
60
1000
5.73
65
1220
4.70
70
1480
3.87
75
1790
3.20
80
2130
2.69

Change in
Heading Angle
(deg/s)
64.64
37.07
24.72
17.65
13.41
10.81
8.82
7.56
6.55
5.73
5.04
4.48
3.97
3.52
3.16
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Lateral deviation is a vital part of the system as other departure metrics are
dependent on the current lateral deviation to predict the time road departure. It is also the
used as the “catch all” metric, meaning that if the vehicle behaves in such a way the no
other thresholds are triggered, if the vehicle is on or over the lane boundary, the lateral
deviation threshold will trigger an alert. In that scenario lateral deviation works to
facilitate a reactionary response from the vehicle. A predictive application of lateral
deviation is through machine learning and using deviation history to determine a
likelihood of departure. This threshold should be set to be triggered when the vehicle has
deviated enough to be on the lane boundary.
8.1.2 Orientation Angle Error
One of proposed road path geometry metrics is heading angle. The error between
the current vehicle heading and road heading can be helpful in predicting potential road
departures. Difference between the ideal heading angle of the roadway and the current
heading angle of the vehicle as described in Figure 8.4. It is difficult for humans to
accurately perceive small deviations in heading angles when driving, and only know they
exist through lateral deviation which occurs in time. This metric allows intelligent
vehicles to have a deeper understand of the vehicle’s behavior with respect to the road.
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Figure 8.4. Orientation Error and Lateral Deviation
= Target Road Heading Angle
= Vehicle Heading Angle
= Heading Angle Error
When multiplied by the vehicle speed can be used to determine current lateral
deviation rate as seen in

Equation 8.2 Lateral Deviation Speed

=

(

)

= Lateral Deviation Speed
Based on the current lateral deviation, the departure rate can be used to predict a
time to lane departure. Departure rates, on a straight road segment, as a function of
heading angle error with respect to the tangent road heading is shown for various speeds
in Figure 8.5
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Figure 8.5. Departure Rate According to Heading Angle Error
Given a lane width of approximately 12 ft, when driving at low speeds it takes a
significant heading error to leave the roadway. At highway speeds (45+), drivers and
computers have less room for error as small orientation errors will result in departing the
road in approximately a second.
If a vehicle travels with a constant heading error on a straight curve, the departure
rate is also constant. Departure rate on a curve is more complex. If the vehicle heading
remains the same the curve will ‘veer away’ from the vehicle, increasing the deviation
rate. Rates of heading change for different speeds entering a transition (12%
superelevation) were tabulated and is seen in Figure 8.6. The graph shows that for a given
point in the transition if there was a momentary lapse in control and the vehicle stopped
steering how quickly the heading error would accrue. The higher the travel speed, the
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more slowly change in heading builds, and the maximum rates of highway types is less
significant. However, we also know from Figure 8.5 that the higher the travel speed, the
less heading error is necessary to departure quickly.

Figure 8.6 Rate of Heading Change Entering a Transition
Figure 8.5 shows how sensitive departure rate can be especially at high speeds.
Figure 8.6 shows how quickly the heading to the road naturally changes. Together they
show how critical it is to know what the heading error is and how useful it can be to
predicting departure. Heading error is not easy to detect by human drivers. Figure 8.7
graphically depicts gradually more severe heading errors. It shows that for small errors do
not seem significant visually.
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Figure 8.7 Visual Depiction of Heading Angle Error
Drivers to not have a precise reference point when driving so it is even more
difficult for them and optical sensors for AVs help to do a better job at tracking this.
Human driving behavior is imperfect, as people do not perfectly mimic the centerline
trajectory of the road. Instead, the typical driving behavior is to gradually oscillate around
the centerline. Therefore, some heading angle error is expected, and they could easily
incur an error of a few degrees at a given moment, complicating the prediction for the
computer. Additionally, a singular departure threshold may not always be applicable.
Depending on the current position of the vehicle on the road and the width of the road the
driver may need to be warned sooner. Heading error from the road tangent path could be
used as a signifier for predicting if the vehicle is trending out of its lane, however, it
cannot be based on instantaneous error alone.
8.1.3 Orientation Angle Rate Error
When using heading angle error as a road departure characteristic, the rate at
which it is changing is a useful metric to separate normal driving characteristics from a
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departure. Typical driving behavior can be characterized by a slow oscillation around the
lane centerline. Therefore, under normal driving behaviors the rate of change in heading
angle will also change as well but not trend in any particular direction. In the case of a
road the departure the direction of heading angle error rate will be a relatively constant
value in the case of a straight road, and a constantly increasing measurement in the case
of a curved roadway.
A given time interval with a heading error in consistent direction is a sign of
departure and can be set to alert the driver before they leave the roadway. It could serve
an as an additional check to the current heading angle error and providing a time to lane
change through curve fitting the recorded rate for the times steps since the last sign
change. Once the function is approximated it would again warn the driver if a departure is
predicted in less than one second.
8.1.4 Lateral Acceleration
Another vehicle metric behavior that can also help predict a roadway departure is
lateral vehicle acceleration. As mentioned before, AASHTO design regulations develop
road curve transitions based off of a desired change in lateral acceleration as it is a
measure of ride comfort and safety.
In designing spiral transitions, the maximum increase in lateral acceleration
usually ranges between 1 and 4

. Traveling on a constant radius profile, the lateral

acceleration should remain fairly consistent. These are metrics that can be used to
determine whether the vehicle is following the designed path according to vehicle speed
and road curvature.
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Additionally, lateral acceleration can be related back to predict change in heading
angle. When cornering, lateral acceleration is based on travel speed and road curvature
(Equation 6.2). On a constant-radius turn with constant speed, lateral acceleration can
then be used to determine heading angle change based on the following:
=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

= ∆
∆ =
Equation 8.3 Lateral Acceleration and Change in Vehicle Heading Angle at constant
speed and using curvature vectors
Based on the history of lateral acceleration and knowledge of future ideal road
path, a model can be created to estimate the future orientation error and lateral departure.
8.2 Vehicle Instabilities
One part of keeping vehicle occupants safe is preventing scenarios in which the
driver pushes the dynamic limits of the vehicle to the point of instability. When a vehicle
is unstable, it becomes hard to take corrected measurements because of reduced contact
with the ground or significant inertial effects. There are some onboard vehicle safety
features that use sensors to detect some of these, however, some motions are severe to
prevent once they have begun. Using the MwRSF Smart Barrier system these instabilities
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can be corrected by informing the vehicle ahead of time of what maneuvering limits are
required to remain on the roadway.
8.2.1 Vehicle Lift
Driving at elevated speeds pose many risks. It requires a more focused attention
and quicker reaction to events to prevent an accident. Another repercussion of excessive
speed is increased loading from aerodynamic forces. Vehicles that are not designed for
high aerodynamic efficiency, like sports cars, are have issues with aerodynamic forces
lifting the car. The effect that high-speed aerodynamic flow has on objects can be
explained by Bernoulli’s’ Equation:

Equation 8.4 Bernoulli’s Equation

+

1
2

=

= Static Pressure
= Density
= Total Pressure
= Dynamic Pressure
When air at a high velocity contacts a surface, dynamic pressure is converted to
static pressure. The units of pressure are Force/Area, therefore when a pressure is applied
over a large area, it can transmit a lot of force. Regular cars that are not low to the ground
allow a lot of air to pass under the car. Unlike the top of the car, which is design to be
smooth and have low friction, the underside of the car is rough and has many cavities.
The road is also rough and designed to have high friction. These surfaces combine to
convert causes an increase in static pressure that applies an upward force on the vehicle.
The equation for lift force on a vehicle is defined by Equation 8.5.
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Equation 8.5 Lift Force

=

1
2

= Lift Force
= Lift coefficient
A = Frontal Area
This is a complicate equation as it is difficult to analytically determine the lift
coefficient of analytically, and rigorous testing must be done to estimate. The outcome of
lift force is the reduction of vehicle normal force on the ground. The vehicles ability to
change speed and direction is entirely dependent on the friction between the tires and the
road, which is governed by

Equation 8.6 Friction Force

=

= Force of Friction
= Coefficient of Friction
= Normal Force
Aerodynamic lift force, by reducing normal force, limits a vehicles capacity to
alter their trajectory to stay on course with the changing roadway. This applies to both
straight a narrow road. As a result, an autonomous system may utilize formulaic
approaches to determining safe travel speeds based on vehicle aerodynamic data. It will
be up to the manufacturers to determine what this top speed limit should be as it is
dependent on the specific vehicle model.
8.2.2 Vehicle Roll Stability
Another metric that adversely effects vehicles is roll stability. A roll moment or
motion is occurring due to lateral force as seen in Figure 8.8. This lateral force originates
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typically from the cornering dynamics (Equation 6.1) and/or from lateral wind loading
effects (Equation 8.9).

Figure 8.8 Laterally Load Vehicle Diagram
ℎ= Vehicle c.g. Height
= Gravity constant
= Vehicle Mass
= Lateral Acceleration
= Track Width
= Normal Force in Left Tire
= Normal Force in Right Tire
Excessive roll behavior causes instability in two ways. First as a roll moment
causes a loading change. Under normal conditions the nominal force acting on the left
and right side are nominally equal to half the vehicle weight by Equation 8.7 and
Equation 8.8.
=

+

Equation 8.7 Vehicle Lateral Weight Distribution
For an unloaded stationary vehicle:
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=

2

+

= 0 ≫≫

Equation 8.8 Roll Moment for Stationary Vehicle

=

2

=

However, for laterally loaded vehicle Equation 8.9 becomes:
=

2

−

ℎ−

= 0 ≫≫

Equation 8.9 Roll Moment for a Laterally Loaded Vehicle

=

2

−

ℎ

Based on Equation 8.9 the lateral force causes the right-side vehicle to be loaded
more. Under normal driving conditions this lateral weight shift is not enough to cause
handling issues. However, if the lateral load becomes excessive and one side of the
vehicle becomes too loaded the vehicle may not be able to handle. A vehicles ability
maneuver by changing direction is dependent on the friction (Equation 8.6). Each tire has
a maximum amount of friction force it can transmit to the ground before slipping. If the
normal force on one set of tires is increased such that those tires friction capacity is
exceed, the vehicle will not corner stably. Vehicles with elevated c.g. height (SUVS,
trucks) have a higher propensity for rollover since the lateral force moment is dependent
on ‘h’. More discussion will be given to handling stability in the following section.
The other, more severe, instability caused by lateral loading is vehicle roll over.
Roll over occurs when the vehicle becomes so lateral unstable that it rolls onto its side,
and keeps rolling depending on the severity. The critical point for this behavior occurs
when no normal force is transmitted through have of the vehicle tires. From Equation 8.9
we know this occurs when:
ℎ=

2
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Equation 8.10 Critical Vehicle Roll Over Force
This can accord from purely wind loading for vehicles, like semi-truck with
attached trailers, which have a high lateral cross-sectional area. These vehicles typically
also have higher c.g.’s increasing their risk. Roll over can also be caused purely base high
cornering speeds. In a cornering scenario, lateral acceleration is dependent on curve
radius and speed (Equation 6.2). Inserting this into Equation 8.10 we obtain:

=
Equation 8.11 Critical Vehicle Roll Over Speed

2ℎ

Roads are designed to mitigate this cornering effect by using superelevation.
Superelevation rotates the coordinate frame such that load is shifted to the inside tires on
the onset. This will slightly raise the critical speed. The critical speed can also be lowered
if high speed cornering is coupled with high crosswinds. Depending on the roll
momentum, at this critical speed, there is very little a driver can do to correct and prevent
a roll over. Therefore, it is essential that the vehicle is not allowed to reach this point. The
proposed barrier system will have prior knowledge of upcoming minimum curvatures and
weather information. This information will be sent to the vehicle and it can determine
risk thresholds, creating a maximum allowable speed, depending on its unique
configuration. For higher risk for crosswind effects, like semi-truck and trailer,
alternative routes are a stoppage in travel could be recommended.
8.2.3 Lateral Friction Capacity
Lateral forces affect vehicle handling regardless of roll stability. This is due to the
lateral slip that occurs when cornering at elevated speeds. The effect that speed has on
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wheel steer is approximated by the Understeer Gradient Ackerman Steer Angle (Equation
6.4). Based on this equation, as speed is increased for a given radius the degree of wheel
angle must be increased to maintain trajectory. However, as mentioned before, tires can
only transmit so much frictional for to the road. Friction capacity is expended in the X
and Y direction as diagrammed in Figure 8.9. Capacity is expended in the X-direction by
driving the car forward and is expended in Y-direction by cornering.

Figure 8.9 Tire Friction Circle Diagram [148]
When the limits of the friction circle are met, no matter how much additional
steering is input, the vehicle cannot turn more. This concept is illustrated in Figure 8.10.
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Figure 8.10 Radius vs Steering Wheel Angle for Various Speeds [149]
If a vehicle is entering a curve at too high a speed, they run the risk of not being
able to negotiate the curve. Resulting in departing the roadway. The National Traffic
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Safety Administration (NHTSA) has a formula that prescribes a maximum vehicle speed
threshold for a given road configuration.
=

+
1−

Equation 8.12 NHTSA Maximum Cornering Speed
= Maximum Safe Speed
This formula compensates for the fact that vehicle roll angle increases on elevated
curves allowing for additional speed capacity. Additionally, it accounts for the side
friction factor that is prescribed by AASHTO which applies a factor of safety to the
maximum amount of lateral friction force needed. However, this is a safe speed that is
equivalent to the travel speed prescribed by AASHTO. The issue with this equation is
that many drivers speed. Even though at time this is a dangerous action people want the
freedom to do so. If this were to be set as the speed threshold for ADAS engagement it
would be constantly violated by drivers. It would become a nuisance and be disabled.
Therefore, a threshold needs to be developed that allows for elevated speeds so
that the driver is only notified when they will not be able to safely traverse an upcoming
curve. By knowing upcoming curvature, weather, the age of its tires, and handling limits,
the vehicle can evoke speed warning to the driver to slow down because they will likely
not make the upcoming curve.
An autonomous system doesn’t have this particular problem as it would prohibit
speeds in excess of the annotated speed limit on a roadway. A future manifestation of this
system would include the option for locally reducing a speed limit due to events such as
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lower traction (rain, ice, sleet, reports of slickness or hydroplaning); construction zones;
or safer transportation around partially closed lanes from EMS use.
8.3 Vehicle Risk Summary
Vehicle instability behavior and road departure characteristics can be considered
when designing a vehicle safety system. Vehicle instabilities are a predictive form of
intervention. By knowing the upcoming roadway parameters and the vehicle handling
limits of the specific vehicle given current conditions, the vehicle can determine if a risk
exists. However, they are not solely based on the proposed road composition alone and
can be used by other systems.Road departure characteristics can serve reactive and
predictive metrics. Lateral deviation is reactive metric as the error has already occurred
and must be corrected depending on the severity. Applications of heading error and
lateral acceleration are for predictive systems, using the metrics to predict if current
errors will propagate such that the vehicle will leave the road. It is useful to have as many
metrics as measurable even if they track the same behavior but in different ways.
Redundancy leads to higher predictions accuracy reducing false positive instances.
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CHAPTER 9 APPLICATION OF DEPARTURE CHARACTERISTICS
9.1 Overview
Road departure characteristics were discussed in Section 8.1, introducing lateral
deviation, orientation angle error, and lateral acceleration were introduced. The
penultimate manifestation of these parameters is lateral deviation because the main goal
is to keep the vehicle on the road at all times. Lateral deviation is the final outcome and
cannot be directly controlled by an input to the vehicle. The other departure metrics affect
how lateral deviation changes over time. Orientation angle error is the linear rate of
change in departure

=

. Lateral acceleration error, which is related to

curvature, corresponds to the change in heading over time and therefore is related to a
parabolic rate of change in deviation

=

.

In this chapter, simulations of the effects of departure metrics and effects on
vehicle displacements were conducted to demonstrate how the different departure metrics
were determined and how they manifest themselves graphically in terms of lateral
deviation.
9.2 Simulation Construction
Simulations were conducted in the XY coordinate space. The road path consists
of discretized road points in increments of 1 ft. In addition to coordinate points, heading
and curvature values were associated with each datum. The virtual roads were
constructed according to AASHTO regulations and were composed of tangent sections,
spiral transitions, and constant radius segments. Vehicle trajectories were simulated using
massless point-particle dynamics, governed by speed and heading angle. Roads and
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trajectories were coded and simulated in MATLAB. Scripts for this simulation effort can
be found in Chapter 16.
9.3 Orientation Angle Error
9.3.1 Determination
As discussed in Section 8.1.2, error between the current road and vehicle
orientation angle is proportional to the lateral deviation based on travel speed. Orientation
angle is determined by locating the closest road coordinate relative to the current vehicle
position and obtaining the ideal trajectory orientation associated with that point.
The vehicle orientation is measured in a number of ways. A compass angle can be
used to determine the orientation; however, it lacks significant resolution to determine
fine changes. A gyroscope can be used to supplement the compass by measuring the
angular displacement between the given orientation measurement points. The orientation
angle can also be determined spatially by calculating the vector angle between the current
location and previous location. This technique produces the orientation history rather than
the instantaneous orientation.
Once the vehicle and path orientations are determined, the difference is calculated
to determine the error. Lateral deviation also needs to be accounted for as well because if
the vehicle is not traveling along the ideal path, it will require adjustment to the
orientation angle to correct its position. Orientation angle error is adjusted by altering
vehicle steering angle.
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9.3.2 Simulation
A simulation was conducted to show how orientation angle error effects lateral
error by applying a consistent orientation error to the vehicle reaction. The simulation
utilizes a curve that is based on an AASHTO regulated road with a travel speed of 60
mph, 4% superelevation, 0.12 side friction factor, and a 4 ft/s3 (0.12 g) change in lateral
acceleration for transitions. The path is composed of two transitions and a constant radius
section such that a lateral deviation of 6 ft was achieved due to a constant orientation
angle of 1°.
The ideal path and vehicle path are shown in Figure 9.1. In the case of this
trajectory a displacement of 350 ft is required to leave the road. Based on the travel speed
of this curve this would take approximately 4 seconds, even though orientation error is
1°.
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Figure 9.1 Target Path vs. Vehicle Path for Orientation Offset
The lateral error was calculated using Equation 8.1. The lateral deviation for this
simulation is shown in Figure 9.2. The behavior is consistent with the linear effect that a
constant orientation angle error has on lateral deviation regardless the geometry of the
road as discussed in theorized in Chapter 7. It also means that an orientation correction to
regain the path will also result in a linear closing rate. This is good for correcting
significant lateral deviations but not for refined corrections around zero error.
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Figure 9.2 Lateral Deviation Behavior for Orientation Offset
9.4 Curvature Error
9.4.1 Determination
Curvature error is another departure metric that affects lateral departure. In
Chapter 7 the metrics of lateral acceleration error and change in orientation angle were
discussed. These are both dependent on curvature via

( ) and

(

), respectively.

Lateral departure is linearly related to orientation angle error; therefore, it is parabolically

related to an error in curvature. The reference curvature for the ideal road path is obtained
from the nearest road coordinate point to the current vehicle position.
The curvature of the vehicle path can be determined in a number of ways. A
gyroscope rate transducer can be used to sample the change in orientation over time and
an accelerometer can be used to measure the lateral acceleration to determine the
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curvature of the vehicle path. Vehicle trajectory can also be determined by spatial data.
The last three positional points can be used to approximate the average curvature of the
vehicle path.
9.4.2 Simulation
A simulation was conducted to show how errors in curvature influence the lateral
error. The simulation utilized a curve that is based on an AASHTO regulated road with a
travel speed of 60 mph, 4% superelevation, 0.12 side friction factor, and a 4 ft/s3 (0.12 g)
change in lateral acceleration for transitions. The path is composed of two transitions and
a constant radius section such that a lateral deviation of 6 ft was achieved due to a
curvature error of 10%.
The ideal path and vehicle path are shown in Figure 9.3. Note that the simulated
vehicle departed the road (i.e., accrued a lateral deviation of 6 ft) at 450 ft longitudinal
displacement. Based on the travel speed of this curve, this deviation corresponded to
approximately 5 seconds. A low curvature offset percentage was chosen to show that it
does not take a significant error to leave the roadway quickly.
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Figure 9.3 Ideal Path vs Vehicle Path for Curvature Offset
The lateral deviation behavior is shown in Figure 9.4 for a constant curve offset
percentage. The behavior is parabolic in nature as estimated. A sustained curvature error
will result in an exponential growth of the lateral deviation.
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Figure 9.4 Lateral Deviation for Curvature Offset
9.5 Control Metrics
In this chapter departure metrics of lateral deviation, orientation angle, and
curvature error were explored. Lateral deviation can be measured in simulation and real
vehicles, but the vehicle controls are limited to speed (throttle, brake, or no action),
steering angle, and differential braking (e.g., some lane correction techniques apply
limited braking to a single wheel to induce both yaw and longitudinal acceleration).
Hence, researchers sought to correlate the factors to be controlled (lateral offset and
heading angles) based on controls applied to vehicle inputs.
Curvature and orientation error are related. Curvature control is directly modified
by a changing the steering angle and producing a lateral acceleration. It also affects
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lateral deviation at a higher order. For these reasons, it was selected as the principal
control metric for guiding the vehicle.
However, due to the integral nature of the effect of curvature on path, it is
possible for the vehicle to have the correct curvature vs. time relationship and still trend
away from the path due to heading angle and positional offsets. Therefore, a control
method which utilized feedback from lateral error and controls on input curvature was
developed, which will be discussed in the subsequent chapter.
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CHAPTER 10 VEHICLE CONTROL DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATIONS
10.1 Objective
The objective of the vehicle control development is to show how the road path
data, and lateral error and curvature can be used to control the vehicle.
10.2 Vehicle control study
10.2.1 Control Methods
10.2.1.1 PID Control
One of the most common control methods used in industry is the ProportionalIntegral-Derivative (PID) controller. PID controllers are a feedback controller, meaning
that the output variable(s) of the system are fed back to the control which prompts a new
control command into the system. The control structure is based on the error from the
desired system output. The goal of a PID controller is to minimize that error. It
accomplished this by taking the error, the derivative of error, and the integration of error
with respect to time along with three individual gain constant and combining them to a
system input as shown below

Equation 10.1 PID Control

=

+

( )

+

= Control Input
= System Error
= Proportional Constant
= Integration Constant
= Derivative Constant
PID controllers are modified to fit the specific system it controls by tuning the
gain constants to achieve the desired output. The main performance factors that are
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consider when tuning a PID controller are rise time, overshoot, settling time, and steadystate error. Rise time is the time required to reach the desired output value, when error is
zero. Overshoot occurs when the system output reaches the desired value, but the system
doesn’t stop and overshoots the target. This occurs due to system inertia and the system
doesn’t stop at the desired value. Settling time is the time it takes for the system output to
settle and remain with a certain percentage of the desired output, usually 10%. Finally,
steady state error the remaining error between the current output value and the desired
value after the control process is finished.
The proportional constant, Kp, is adjusted to minimize rise time, the larger Kp the
faster the output will reach the desired value. However, the higher the value will result in
a magnified overshoot value. The primary objective of the integral constant, K i, is to
reduce steady state error. Steady state error is integrated overtime, therefore the longer
the error remains, the more correction that is applied. The derivative constant, Kd, is to
reduce overshooting and settling time. [160]. It affects the control output based on the
derivative of error overtime so as the error approaches zero it reduces the amount of
correction allowing for a smoother control. The individual effect of the various constants
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Figure 10.1 Effect of PID Constants [161]
PID is advantageous as it is simplistic meaning that it takes less computing time
and power to achieve accurate results. This is important as intelligent vehicles need to be
able to make decisions quickly.
10.2.1.2 MPC Control
Another common control method used in intelligent vehicles is Model Predictive
Control (MPC). MPC again works to achieve a desired outcome by minimizing the error
between the desired behavior of the system and the actual outcome. This is done by first
inputting the future trajectory path. The prediction horizon is a metric that dictates how
far into the future the control extracts information in order to make decisions. The
controller uses this future data to create a schedule of control steps for every time step to
achieve the end result. This allows the controls step to be optimized to work together to
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efficiently control the system. The controller then applies the first control step to the
system and then re-optimizes the control schedule taking into account the next additional
times step [162]. An example of this is shown in Figure 10.2. MPC is particularly useful
for vehicle control due to its ability to handle specified constraints. In the control
parameters hard and soft constraints can be prescribed so that model will not violate key
aspects of travel like road deviation, speed limit, and other vehicle limits.

Figure 10.2. Example of MPC Prediction and Control [163]
The major drawback of MPC control is that it is more computationally expensive
as it re-optimizes the predicted control for every time step. This can be remedied by
reducing the length of the prediction horizon; however, this negates the benefits the
advantages of this aspect of the control method. Reducing calculation complexity,
iterations, and number of parameters can also help computational cost.
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10.2.2 Correction Methods
10.2.2.1 Stanley Method
One particular method to guide an autonomous vehicle is known as the Stanley
method. This method applies a correction to regain the desired path based on heading
error and cross track error, governed by the following and is diagrammed in Figure 10.3.
=

Equation 10.2 Stanley Method

+ tan

( )
( )

= Heading Error
= Cross Track Error
= Forward Velocity
= Correction Factor

Figure 10.3 Stanley Method [164].
The correction factor

is then altered to by either increasing for a higher degree

of correction or by decreasing for a smaller correction effect [164].
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10.2.2.2 Pure Pursuit
Pure pursuit is a very common navigation method used in robotics. This method
works by setting a path of data points. The current position of the vehicle is then used to
calculate the radius of curvature of a path from the vehicle position and is used to
estimate the wheel angle to achieve the target point. This is geometrically demonstrated
in Figure 10.4 while desired steering angle is then calculated as follows [164]:

Figure 10.4 Pure Pursuit Controller Geometry [164]
= tan

2

Equation 10.3 Pure Pursuit Wheel Angle
= Wheel Angle
= Distance to Next Point
= Orientation Error
= Path Curvature
= Vehicle Speed X-Direction

Based on the look ahead distance and orientation error a path radius is determined
for an arc to regain the path. The pure pursuit is tuned by modifying look ahead distance.
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The look ahead distance determines how far ahead into the prescribed path the controller
looks. This metric is sensitive to the road geometry and needs to be tuned the specific
nature the roadway. Dynamically changing paths require a shorter look ahead distance,
whereas slowly changing road can utilize a farther look ahead distance. Additionally, if
the look ahead distance is too short, the vehicle may attempt to oscillate around the path
due to small curve radii. If the look ahead distance is too large, the vehicle will
experience deviations from the path at every curve transition [164].
10.3 Proposed System Based Control
After reviewing control methods, it was determined that a PID controller will be
used for implementation of a vehicle guidance module. A PID controller was chosen for
its simplicity, low computational cost, and applicability to controlling the vehicle based
on lateral error and curvature error. It was desired to develop a unique correction method
therefore, the correction methods discussed in the previous section were not use. A
controller based on the Stanley method was created as a comparison to the developed
guidance system. The control module was developed and simulated in a
MATLAB/Simulink environment.
10.3.1 Road Model
The road model based on AASHTO regulated roads with a various travel speeds,
12% superelevation, and a 4 ft/s3 change in lateral acceleration for transitions. These
parameters were chosen so the road path would be as aggressive as allowed by
AASHTO. All roads are composed of transitions from a straight road into a constant
radius section, and a transition out of the curve back to a straight road. Simulated road
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segments. The total heading angle displacement from start to finish of all roads is 90°. A
road path example can be seen in Figure 10.5.

Figure 10.5 Example Vehicle Control Path (80 MPH)
10.3.2 Baseline Control Method
10.3.2.1 Development
To evaluate the developed vehicle control model, simulations were conducted
using the existing Stanley Method. In this model, ideal path heading data and coordinate
points are fed into the model. Heading error and lateral position was calculated and input
in the Stanley Method equation with correction factor of 1. The structure of the control
module is found in Chapter 18.
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10.3.2.2 Results
The lateral deviation results are seen in Figure 10.6. The length of maximum error
lengthens with speed because the constant radius portion of the curve was lengthened to
achieve a heading displacement of 90°. In each curve, the lateral error increased during
transition periods and begins to reduce at a slow rate once the constant radius portion was
reached. The lateral deviation decreased at an elevated rate when the transition back to
straight road begins. The lagging correction lateral deviation behavior is due to the
reactionary nature of the Stanley Method. The control module is corrected based on the
heading angle error and lateral error, however the change in heading rate is consistently
increasing in the first transition. By the time the vehicle made its correction, the curvature
of the path has changed, and the vehicle has deviated farther. The controller was able to
start “catching up” with road once the change in heading stabilized.
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Figure 10.6 Stanley Method Based Lateral Error
10.3.3 Developed Control Method
10.3.3.1 Development
The developed vehicle controller utilized a PID controller. This method was
chosen for its simplicity over MPC control and its ability to ramp up and ramp down
control based on however error changes over time. It also is effective in eliminating
steady state error which plays a big factor when controlling over miles of road allowing
for error to gradually build up if not corrected. Road data previously developed was used
as the inputs into the system. The overall system utilizes three independent PID
controllers that are each based the error from the wheel angle, future wheel angle and
lateral deviation error respectively as seen in Figure 10.7.
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Figure 10.7 Vehicle Control Module Schematic
The first PID controller was based on the desired wheel angle needed to achieve a
turn curvature equivalent to the current curvature of the road based on Ackerman Steer.
In this system error is calculated between the current vehicle wheel angle and the current
wheel angle. This error is input to the PID controller and an updated wheel angle is input
into the vehicle model. The PID controller parameters, which can be seen in Table 10.1,
were tuned in order to have a fast rise time, as this is critical for staying on the road. Note
that delay in control tends to exacerbate road departure. This control was mainly
dependent on the proportional gain parameter. Increasing the gain parameter of the
controller helped to damp out oscillations.
The second PID controller was based on the future desired wheel angle need to
achieve a turn curvature of the road, again based on Ackerman Steer. The control of this
parameter is primarily dependent on the integration constant to reduce the lateral position
error. This additional controller helps the vehicle compensate for the fact that the road
may be constantly changing, particularly at elevated vehicle speeds. Therefore, by the
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time the previous controller has gone through the process of inputting the new desired
wheel angle, adjusting the steering angle to the optimal angle the position with the
corresponding steering adjustment is already passed and a new input is needed. Adding in
a future angle parameter allows the system to begin to anticipate and prepare for
upcoming changes in the road path.
The third and primary input of control into the system is the minimization of
lateral error to the path. This is an essential component of vehicle guidance for
autonomous or human-controlled vehicles. Minimizing lateral error keeps the vehicle on
the road and prevents error from accumulating as the vehicle travels along the road. This
controller uses a component of the Stanley Method by relating steer angle to the lateral
error using tan

.

The output of each of the controllers were individually weighted to achieve the

desired output. In this control module, the lateral deviation controller was the primary
controller based on weight. The next tier of control impact is the current desired wheel
angle, followed by future desired wheel angle. The theory behind this control scheme is
that given a lateral deviation controller works well to keep the vehicle on course. The
purpose of the other controllers is to supplement control by essentially nudging the
vehicle in the right direction by adding additional control into the system. A summary of
the control parameters can be seen in Table 10.1. The control module schematic for this
development can be found in
Table 10.1 PID Controller Parameters and Weights
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Lateral
Error

Wheel
Angle
Future
Wheel
Angle
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Gain Modifier

P

250

I

5

D

200

P

1

I

0

D

0

P

1

I

15

D

0

1

1

0.1

10.3.3.2 Results
The newly developed was simulated on a variety of 90° curves at various speeds.
The simulation results are seen in Figure 10.8. The new PID method resulted in much
lower maximum lateral deviation for all curves. There is more oscillation associated with
this method and oscillation increases with lower turn radius because of the higher
dynamic demand. There was a particular issue when the 20 MPH curve was simulated as
the lateral deviation looks much more unstable. However, it was able to maintain a
trajectory with minimal lateral deviation. In the future a more optimize method could be
developed for different travel speed and environments.
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Figure 10.8 Lateral Error for PID Method
Overall, the Stanley Method and PID control methods suggest that a simulated
vehicle using the ideal road path data may be advantageous. The advantage of the system
is the accuracy of the road data itself as it does not have to be sampled live, instead
working with validated data. Additional work needs to be done to determine how to fully
implement a control system using the MwRSF Smart Barrier. As control is highly vehicle
specific this will be ultimately up to the vehicle manufacturers to develop.
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CHAPTER 11 FURTURE SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
11.1 Time to Lane Change
Reactionary modules in a driver assistance system use metrics to evaluate the
vehicle state and determine if it is in danger or will be in the near future. Metrics like
travel speed, vehicle heading, and other vehicle behavior factors can be compared in
relation to the known ideal path to determine imminent departure.
One specific application for driver assistance is a time to lane departure (TTLD)
metric. TTLD is based on current vehicle position and heading in relation to the ideal
path. This metric is diagramed in Figure 11.1. Using lateral deviation and lane with the
distance to the lane edge can calculated. By Equation 8.2 the rate of lateral departure can
be calculated from travel speed and heading error.
In this way the time to lane departure can be estimated. This type of estimation of
implemented in current ADAS features. If the TTLD value is below a certain threshold
the system can alert the driver.
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Figure 11.1 Time to Lane Departure Diagram
The proposed system improves upon this technique because instead of using
sensor to approximate the lane boundaries and relative position and orientation of the
vehicle, it used road shape and anchor point data and externally validated vehicle
positioning. This may increase reliability.
11.2 Emergency Safe Stop Protocol
In the case a departure alert and no driver action, the vehicle can take over and
use emergency protocols to bring the vehicle to a safe stop. During this protocol the
brakes can be applied to slow down the vehicle. The vehicle will also need to steer in
order for the vehicle to keep the vehicle in its lane while slowing down.
Steering is necessary in addition to braking because the vehicle can leave the road
very quickly. A specific situation where this protocol would be useful is if the driver is
unconscious while entering a curve. In the case of entering a curve transition, if the
vehicle is just braked with a resultant longitudinal acceleration equal to 1 g, the vehicle
will still accumulate lateral deviation as diagramed. Moreover, as soon as the vehicle
leaves the roadway, it is highly likely that the tire-ground friction coefficient changes.
Peak tire-grass and tire-dirt friction coefficients rarely exceed 0.6, and ABS may reduce
that peak value (Appendix A).
The method of staying on the road while braking involves a steering controller
that takes input from the road path data and make appropriate corrections. This controller
can be based on similar methods as discussed in Chapter 10.
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11.3 Collision Avoidance
Stopping distance is dependent on travel speed. For a vehicle to avoid a frontal
collision with another car or pedestrian it needs to be able to see the vehicle ahead with
enough distance to stop in time. Figure 11.2 show stopping distance for various braking
coefficients. Lower coefficients are used to show how distance increases if non ideal
friction is available due to worn tires, wet roads, or high speeds. Vehicle sensors, like
LiDAR and RADAR, can view up to 250 m (820 ft). The braking distances in Figure
11.2 are well within the margin for the vehicle to stop in time.

Figure 11.2 Stopping Distance for Various Braking Coefficients
In the case of a curve, given enough distance the preceding vehicle will be
laterally offset from the host vehicle. If it offset too far, sensors with small frames of
view may not see it. Additionally, the sensors may determine that the vehicle is not in the
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same lane if it is offset more than 6 ft (half the typical lane width). Figure 11.3 shows the
distance at which an object would be offset 6 ft horizontally given a flat, planar curve at
the AASHTO-specified curve radius. Based on this vehicle sensors should be able detect
frontally placed objects ahead with enough distance to be able to stop.

Figure 11.3 Look Ahead Distance
This only applies if the vehicle or pedestrian is in the field of view in time.
Sensors can be obstructed by a variety of objects. Vehicles and pedestrians can “come
out” from behind these objects without warning, leaving little distance for stopping. This
is a problem especially in urban areas. Change in road elevation also effects the
viewpoint of the vehicle sensors, pointing into the pavement or towards the sky. Vehicle
sensor also have a difficult time seeing objects in conditions such as rain, snow, fog, and
dust. These limit the range of the sensors view or the ability to see altogether.
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The proposed system seeks to help alleviate this issue though its connected
network. Vehicle, pedestrians, and other transportation users can be connected to know
each other’s position in space regardless of line of sight.
11.4 Predictive Warning Metrics
A particular advantage of the MwRSF Smart Barrier is the ability to implement a
wider range of predictive warning metrics. Predictive metrics involve extrapolating
vehicle behavior into the future to determine potential risks. Results can be used to make
minor corrections in the short term to prevent the risk before it occurs. Current systems
struggle with this because sensor can only accurately model the road ahead over short
distance as the environment becomes distorted at longer ranges. The proposed system has
the future road path already mapped and available to the vehicle.
11.4.1 Speed Warnings
A vehicle instability that can be prevented is excessive speed. As discussed in
Chapter 7, excessive cornering speeds can destabilize the vehicle causing it to roll over or
depart the roadway. The proposed system would be able to inform the vehicle of the
upcoming curve geometries and predictively determine if the vehicle is traveling a speed
such that it is likely to crash.
11.4.2 Friction Limits
Friction limits advisories can also be sent to prevent accidents. In the connected
system if sections of road are deemed to have reduced friction capacity due to poor
weather vehicles can be informed ahead of time. The friction required to corner is
dependent the surface coefficient and the vehicle speed. Since the road has a lower
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coefficient for a given section, the vehicle can preemptively reduce its speed and safely
traverse the curve.
11.4.3 Vehicle Behavioral Trend History
Vehicle history can be used to extrapolate the behavior forward along the ideal
path to determine risks. An example of this is the simulated departure shown in Figure
9.1. The had a very small heading angle error that took thousands of feet to result in a
road departure. In a predictive system trends in the data, combined with the future road
path can be used to determine risks.
The driver may not be always warned in this predictive scenario because driver
behavior can change and negate the risk. Artificial intelligence can help determine based
on driver history if behavior is able normal. An example of this is pothole avoidance. The
driver would consistently leave a certain lane a given point and then quickly returns.
Another case is driver behavior due to other vehicles. Often when a driver is next to a
large vehicle like a semi-truck, they will drive near the opposing lane edge. Machine
learning systems can be trained to recognize these behaviors and customize a system for
an individual.
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CHAPTER 12 THRESHOLD MEASUREMENT VALIDATION TESTING
12.1 Motivation
In this study the applications of metrics for identifying road departure behavior
were explored. Development and simulation did not account realistic sensor, positioning
or vehicle dynamics characteristics. Aspects like signal noise, filtering, error sensitivity
and bias error can negatively affect the outcome of determining road departure behavior.
12.2 Objective
A testing effort has been developed to conduct controlled road path departures
with vehicle equipped with sensors to detect vehicle dynamic behavior, heading, and
position. Sensor data can then be analyzed to the capabilities of the sensors and to see if
the road departures can be identified.
12.3 Test Setup
12.3.1 Testing Procedure
The testing procedure and instrumentation is summarized in Figure 12.1 and
Figure 12.2. Testing will consist of 4 total tests each test consisting of 5 loops, with a test
speed of 15 MPH. The testing path consists of a double S-curve and a straight section.
Two lines will be painted on the concrete. One line will correspond to the vehicle
centerline path and the other is aligned with the driver to follow as a reference.
The first two tests are baseline tests during which the driver will follow the
painted ideal path as closely as possible. The purpose is to validate the position accuracy
of the RTK GPS sensor. The next two tests include prescribed path departures. The driver
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will turn the steering wheel to a prescribed angle for few seconds and then regain the
path, repeating until the end of the ideal path.
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Figure 12.1 Test Layout, PDGE 1-4
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Figure 12.2 Test Matrix and Instrumentation, PDGE 1-4
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12.3.2 Instrumentation
12.3.2.1 Transducers
Transducer instrumentation used for testing will consisted of two data acquisition
units all equipped with three-axis accelerometers and angular rate transducers (SLICE-1,
VC4000DAQ, 9DoF Razor IMU). The SLICE-1 and Razor will be place by the vehicle
c.g. The VC4000 will suction cup mounted the center of the windshield and manually
aligned with the axes of the vehicle axes. The sampling rate for the SLICE-1, VC4000,
and Razor is 1000 Hz, 100 Hz, and 1000 Hz.
12.3.2.2 Position Sensing
Four U-blox ZED-F9P RTK GPS modules will be used for vehicle position
triangulation. Two will be used as base stations and two modules will be mounted in
vehicle as rover stations. The U-blox samples position data at a rate of 20 Hz with and
accuracy of 0.01 m + 1 ppm.
An RTK system may not be the ultimate position solution used by the proposed
system. The purpose of this sensor to obtain reliable position data for lateral error
estimation for data analysis purposes.
12.3.2.3 Camera Data
Three GoPros will be mounted to vehicle to monitor deviation from the ideal path.
The rough position of the camera positions can be seen in Figure 12.3. One camera will
be mounted to the roof to give an overall view vehicle and path. The other two cameras
will be mounted to the front and rear bumper. The cameras will be looking down, focused
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on the ideal path line. A camera vision system will be developed in order to track the
vehicles deviation relative to the line to serve as a reference for validating the RTK GPS.

Figure 12.3 Approximate Camera Positioning, PDG4 1-4
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CHAPTER 13 SUMMARY CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
13.1 Summary
The objective of this research study is to develop an infrastructure-based vehicle
guidance system and evaluate potential automotive applications. To accomplish this a
literature review into current technology, conceptual development of a novel guidance
system, and a development of vehicle departure and control parameters.
13.1.1 Literature Review
Various methods of autonomy were researched to determine how vehicles
interpret their environment to assist the driver or autonomously navigate the roadway. In
this research a clear distinction formed between commercial technology and advanced
AV development companies.
Commercial vehicles handle only a small range of DDTs under certain conditions.
Specific ADAS modules include: Frontal Impact Mitigation, Blind Spot Warning, Lane
Departure Warning, Lane Keeping Assist, Traffic Jam Assist and Traffic-Sign
Recognition. Common sensors used in for commercial ADAS are ultrasonic, RADAR,
and camera vision. Vehicle user guidelines dictate that the driver is always required to
pay attention to the road regardless of what systems are active. Guidelines also outline
conditions in which the systems will no work like rain, snow, fog, and dusty conditions.
ADAS is available in most new vehicles today at no additional addon costs.
Advanced vehicle research companies are entities that are focused on developing
vehicles that are truly autonomous. The vehicles that are being tested are responsible for
all DDTs but are constantly monitored by the companies to intervene when necessary.
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These vehicles use more sensors than commercial vehicle and collect large amounts of
the road data to be able to safely navigate. There two main control methods are
implemented, LiDAR based, and camera vision based. The difference in the two system
are the primary sensors used to collect data to inform vehicle control. The first used
LiDAR as the primary source, collecting point clouds to create a virtual environment of
the vehicle surroundings. The other method uses cameras, encompassing all 360° of the
vehicles, to optically view and classify objects and road markings. LiDAR is much more
expensive and require a lot of computing power and data storage. Camera vision systems
require an array of cameras and machine learning algorithm informed by millions of
images to properly train the algorithm. Distance approximation is also more arbitrary in
relation to LiDAR with uses time of flight to dimensionless the environment.
Specific vehicle sensors were investigated. There are environmental sensors like
LiDAR, RADAR, ultrasonic, and camera vision that are used to interpret the vehicle
environment. RADAR and ultrasonic sensor can determine the proximity of the object
around the vehicle but cannot identify them. LiDAR and camera vision can determine
proximity and identify objects through machine learning. There are sensors onboard the
vehicle that inform the vehicle ECU of the vehicles current state. Sensors such as
potentiometers, accelerometers, and gyroscopes capture the vehicles kinematic behavior
and monitors vehicles subsystems. Using this information, the vehicle can know if it is
meeting the desired control solution. All sensors, vehicle and environmental, are prone to
errors and other issues. Sensors like LiDAR and cameras are obstructed by ambient
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particulates like snow, rain, fog and dust. Vehicle kinematic sensors can be misaligned
and yield incorrect results.
Intelligent vehicle technology has made great strides toward full autonomy, but
significant gaps still exist. Vehicle sensors are not reliable in non-ideal conditions due to
weather or poor road conditions. Sensors can also be easily tricked or draw the wrong
conclusions if an object looks slightly different from normal. Many improvements can
and are being made to improve sensor technology, however, the sensor can never capture
what they cannot see. No improvement can completely fix this for all situations and
therefore an AV cannot be relied upon on at all times.
13.1.2 Development of a Novel Vehicle Guidance System
To address current issues, researchers propose a novel vehicle guidance system
denoted as the MwRSF Smart Barrier. The proposed system is a communication based,
where vehicles, pedestrians and infrastructure all exchange information. Vehicle will be
guided to stay within their lanes based on verified ideal path data that is sent to the
vehicle.
The system is divided into three unique modules. The first is the road data
module. Road data would be composed of different layers. The base layer would contain
strictly navigational data including road heading, curvature, and positional coordinates.
Curvature and heading were specifically chosen because of their direct relationship to
AASHTO road design regulations and vehicle cornering characteristics. Additional road
layer would contain other necessary information like intersections, traffic lights, travel
speed and number of lanes. Dynamic layers would also be included that would be update
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by managers and vehicles live to account for work zones, road closures, inclement
weather, and traffic flow. Non-dynamic layers would not be collected beforehand so it
can be verified to maximum accuracy.
The second module is a data transmission and vehicle positioning module. This
module is responsible for connecting all users together sending and receiving relevant
information to keep the system up to date. It also serves to provide the vehicle with
precise positioning data information. This module is yet to be developed and is outside
the scope of this thesis work.
The third module is a vehicle interaction module. Once the vehicle receives the
appropriate data it is up to the individual vehicle to implement the information to guide
the vehicle. Implementation could be in the form of an ADAS or AV guidance. The
overall flow of the system can be seen in Figure 13.1. White blocks are in currently being
researched and grayed blocks are future research needs.
A goal of this system is to nurture collaboration between applicable entities
involved in communication, vehicle manufacturing, and road management. The system
will have a semi open source approach so entities can contribute and utilize the system to
fit customized needs. Contributors with different expertise will help bring the system to a
higher level of reliability and functionality.

Figure 13.1 System Flow Diagram
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13.1.3 Development of Road Departure Metrics and Vehicle Control
Once the system was conceptually developed, researchers investigated driver
assistance and vehicle control applications. Vehicle instabilities and road departure
characteristics were identified so that modules could be developed to prevent accidents.
The instabilities of vehicle lift, roll stability, lateral friction capacity, and departure
characteristics of lateral deviation, heading angle, and lateral acceleration were discussed.
Modules to numerically determine lateral error, heading error, and closest coordinate
points were developed.
One instability that was identified was ABS yaw stability due to split-mu surfaces
encounter on road shoulders. A testing series was developed to evaluate how split-mu
conditions affect braking performance. Concrete, gravel, sand, and grass surfaces were
tested in both baseline testing and split-mu conditions (always with one surface being
concrete). Based on gyrometer data, split-mu conditions had no effect on the yaw
stability of the vehicle during the braking event. In fact, the most significant yaw motion
recorded occurred during the concrete baseline testing. Accelerometer data was also
analyzed to evaluate longitudinal braking performance. It was found the split-mu
conditions decreased stopping distance and increased the average coefficient of friction
for the gravel and grass by 61% and 13% respectively. It was concluded that road
shoulder is a useable stopping surface if necessary, even if it is composed of different
materials. These results can be found in Appendix A
Simulations were conducted to evaluate the relationship between lateral deviation,
curvature error and orientation error. The simulations show lateral deviation is linearly
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related to orientation error and parabolically related to curvature error. It was determined
that lateral deviation and curvature error could serve as vehicle correction and guidance
metrics.
Control applications were explored to see how the ideal road path coordinates can
be used to guide a vehicle. First existing path correction and control methods were
explored. A vehicle guidance structure based of the existing Stanley Method was
constructed and analyzed to determine baseline behavior. A PID based control structure
was also developed that was used curvature and lateral deviation. When compared to the
Stanley method it was able to achieve lower lateral departure values. However, it was less
stable especially for low speed curves.
13.2 Conclusions
Different aspects of intelligent transportation technology were explored. It can be
concluded from that study that intelligent vehicles are not capable of capturing and
processing the travel environment 100% of the time. This is due to a number of factors
including weather, poor road conditions, and incorrect processing. Not all of these issues
are capable of being fixed because in the end vehicle sensors cannot perceive what they
cannot see. In order for Level 5 vehicle autonomy to be possible, guidance information
from an external source must be available to guide the vehicle independent of
environmental conditions.
There is very little collaboration between competing researchers. In the world of
transportation, information is key because the ecosystem is so dynamic and diverse.
Computer controlled vehicles cannot not properly react to scenarios to which they have
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not learned how to solve. Vehicle autonomy researchers, auto companies, communication
companies, and government transportation agencies have access to different information
that is important. To progress the level of autonomy more collaboration needs to be
conducted.
Researchers solution to current issues in transportation is the MwRSF Smart
Barrier. The system is based on a V2X infrastructure in which everything is connected
and shares information.. Having verified road data will allow vehicle to navigate with
much more reliability and in more adverse conditions that capable by onboard sensors.
Road departure metrics were explored. It was found that lateral deviation is
linearly dependent on orientation error and parabolically dependent of curvature error.
Lateral deviation and curvature error were determined to be viable metrics to develop a
vehicle guidance system. Using a PID controller, those metrics were successful in
controlling a virtual vehicle with a lateral deviation of less than 0.25 ft. In addition to a
vehicle guidance module, Time to Lane Change, Emergency Safe Stop and Collision
Avoidance where discussed based on the MwRSF Smart Barrier. More applications of
the system are possible including speed warnings, friction limits and driving behavioral
warnings.
13.3 Recommendations
Additional work needs to be done to further validate the system. Thus far research
is being conducted on Step 2 and Step 9 in Figure 13.1. The bulk of the system needs to
be developed for the system to be fully implemented. Summarized below are a series of
steps that the vehicle and system must do to guide below.
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Vehicle Interaction Process (Accomplished, Future Work)
1. The vehicle receives and contextualizes the road path information by determining
its relative position.
a. A mathematical algorithm was developed based on vehicle speed and
heading change to create AASHTO paths and stored in matrices.
i. Currently road map data is input as a data matrix that is applied
mathematically to the vehicle trajectory formulation.
b. A program that informs the vehicle how to process the received
information needs to be developed.
c. Minimum discretization frequency for stable vehicle navigation to be
determined.
2. Vehicle obtains measurements to determine if it is deviating from the desired
path.
a. A study was shown how lateral deviation, orientation error and curvature
error can be used to measure of departure.
b. Instrumentation study needs to be done to determine what different
sensors the specifications are required to detect the metrics for in
departure scenarios, and accurate positioning system behavior needs
to be accounted.
Driver Assistance Specific
3. Determines if the vehicle violates a certain threshold of likelihood or severity of
road departure.
a. Vehicle dynamic instability factors of frictional capacity and roll stability
where explored.
i. Effects like high speed cornering, vehicle lift, wind loading, and
frictional coefficients were considered.
b. Potential applications (time to lane departure, collision avoidance) where
preliminarily discussed.
c. Exact formulas and limits need to be developed for when it is really
unsafe and to the driver based on road departure metrics and vehicle
stability.
i. Machine learning applications need to be explored to better
apply departure warnings.
d. Warns the driver to take action and if none is detected take control to
bring the vehicle to a safe stop.
i. Discussion was given for a potential safe stop system.
ii. A control algorithm for taking control of the vehicle and bring
it to a safe stop needs to be developed.
4. Departure warning system needs to be implemented in a live full-sized
vehicle.
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Vehicle Control Specific
5. Applies corrective measures to minimize deviation from desired path.
a. An initial system that determines lateral deviation and curvature error and
makes corrections to keep the vehicle centered around the lane center.
i. The model utilized a very simplified vehicle model that did not
account for physics and used an Ackerman steer model.
1. A model needs to be created with a more advanced
vehicle model for more accurate development.
b. Instrumentation study needs to be done to determine what different
sensors the specifications are required to detect the metrics for in
departure scenarios, and accurate positioning system behavior needs
to be accounted.
6. A full-scale vehicle system needs to be developed to be able to control the
vehicle, maintaining the desired trajectory to within 3 inches.
A testing procedure was developed to evaluate realistic sensor behavior. The
testing procedure will execute controlled path departures so the data can be analyzed and
see if the departures can be analytically identified and what measurements need to be
taken. Additionally, these controlled departures will be used to validate the relationships
between lateral deviation, orientation error, and curvature error.
One of the main factors of the Smart Barrier system is for the vehicle to receive
road data information reliably and determine its position relative to the road data with
ultra-precision. A communication and vehicle position trilateration needs to be developed
to make the Smart Barrier viable.
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CHAPTER 15 APENDIX A SPLIT-MU BRAKING STABILITY TESTING
15.1 Motivation
During the phase one investigation into current vehicle technology a specific
safety feature was explored, the Anti-lock Braking System (ABS). In short ABS is used
in situations of heavy braking and its purpose is to maximum the braking, caused by
friction force, applied by each wheel. Under normal conditions this is a very stable event,
however what happens if half of the vehicle is a on a different surface. This scenario
would occur during a road departure as seen in Figure 15.1.

Figure 15.1 Road Shoulder Surfaces [150, 151]
This maybe a potential issue because the coefficient of friction. As shown in
Equation 8.6 maximal friction force is dependent on the coefficient of friction. If each
half of the vehicle is on a different surface, the maximum available friction force will also
differ. This disparity as seen in Figure 15.2 causes a moment about the vehicle c.g. based
on the following formulation:
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Figure 15.2 Split-mu Force Diagram
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Equation 15.1 Unbalanced Braking Moment.
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Combining Equation 8.6 and Equation 15.2:
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an angular acceleration can be imposed on the vehicle. Depending

on the severity of angular acceleration, it can be difficult to overcome and steer the
vehicle back on course. In a literature review, no full testing efforts investigating the
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effects of this scenario were found. Therefore, researcher sought to develop a testing
effort to determine the yaw stability of emergency braking on a split-mu condition.
15.2 Braking Literature
15.2.1 Basics of ABS
ABS was developed to reduce aircraft landing gear wear and failure but was
subsequently applied to passenger vehicles. Since then, the ABS system has greatly
evolved, and sophisticated new algorithms are used. The ABS work to keep the relative
difference between wheel and vehicle speed relatively constant across all four wheels
during braking. This is known as wheel slip and is formulated below:

Equation 15.2 Wheel Slip

=

−

× 100%

= Wheel Split Percentage
= Vehicle Speed
= Wheel Circumference Speed
ABS controls the pressure applied to each brake pad, monitoring slip, and
monitoring the pressure to minimize the risk of wheel lockup. ABS is superior to nonABS systems as they are prone to wheel lock where the friction coefficient drops
significantly. ABS works to maximize the amount of the braking force transmitted at
each wheel by utilizing the maximum amount of available friction. It does this by
monitoring the wheel speed and keeping the wheel slip percentage typically 10%-30% as
given by Equation 15.2. The slip percentage is kept in this range because it is where the
friction coefficient is the highest as seen in Figure 15.3. This also has significant stability
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benefits, as the vehicle is less liable to yaw during a high braking scenario with all wheel
braking at the same rate.
The system monitors the wheel speed thousands of times per second and
modulates brake application approximately 3 to 5 times per second to optimize braking
friction [152]. It also allows the vehicle to retain some additional maneuverability in
braking systems that is lost when wheel lock occurs.

Figure 15.3 Slip Ratio vs Friction Coefficient [154]
Other vehicle stability systems also utilize the ABS system. The electronic
stability control (ESC) system uses ABS to apply braking strategically to certain wheels
if excessive yaw motion is detected to prevent the vehicle from completely losing control.
The anti-slip system also utilizes ABS to reduce wheel speed on slippery surfaces as the
same instability problems exists with slipping tires when they are locked and skidding
[152].
There a control module included in modern ABS systems know as yaw-moment
buildup delay. This system is illustrated in Figure 15.4. The first curve corresponds to the
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master cylinder. Curve two is the brake pressure curve for a high
buildup delay and curve five is for low
much quicker for the low

surface without

suface. The brake pressure reached its peak

surface because less force is required to lock the wheel due to

low road friction. The disparity between curve two and five is quite significant. To help
reduce disparity two methods are employed. The first method is to gradually increase
brake pressure the high

tire at a reduced rate once the peak is reach for the low

tires.

This is shown by curve three. The other method, seen in curve four, is more aggressive at
reducing braking on the high side. Every time the peak is reach on the low side, the high
pressure is reduced for a period of time before allowing to increase [153].

Figure 15.4 Brake Pressure vs Time for Yaw-Moment Buildup Delay [153]
15.2.2 Research
There have been many studies conducted to test the ABS. There are a wide
variety of variables that impact how the ABS operates. Tire type, surface material, and
surface moisture all have a major effect on ABS.
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Studies have been conducted with using different car tires. In a study done, three
different tires were tested including summer, all-season, and winter tires. It was found
that under similar conditions, the summer tire exhibited the highest acceleration values
followed by the all-season tire and finally the winter tire. Testing was also conducted on
dry as well as wet asphalt and the maximum deceleration was estimated to drop from 3%8% for an ABS braked tire which can be seen in Table 15.1 [155].
Table 15.1 Average Deceleration Value for all Tested Configurations [155]
Tire

Wet/Dry

ABS/ Locked Wheel

Average
Deceleration (g)

Pilot PS2

Dry

ABS

0.98

Pilot PS2

Dry

Locked Wheel

0.70

Pilot PS2

Wet

ABS

0.95

Pilot PS2

Wet

Locked Wheel

0.68

MXM4

Dry

ABS

0.88

MXM4

Dry

Locked Wheel

0.73

MXM4

Wet

ABS

0.85

MXM4

Wet

Locked Wheel

0.61

Blizzak

Dry

ABS

0.79

Blizzak

Dry

Locked Wheel

0.83

Blizzak

Wet

ABS

0.72

Blizzak

Wet

Locked Wheel

0.54

Studies have been conducted to test ABS on wet, icy, and snowy surfaces. As it
would be expected, the friction coefficient drastically decreases under moisture
conditions. The surfaces with highest friction coefficient are surfaces that are completely
dry. This is because moisture fills in the road micro-surface with water, which reduces a
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tires contact area with the road and reduces traction [156]. When the water film height
exceeds average aggregate protrusion, hydroplaning can occur as the tire never directly
touches the road surface but only the water coating. This increases the difficulty for
keeping a vehicle under complete control in emergency braking situations. It has been
shown that in certain circumstances the coefficient of friction on icy or snowy roads can
drop to around 0.10, which is considerably less than the friction of a dry road reaching
frictions values of 1.2.
The available tire friction is largely affected by the road surface. The typical road
surfaces of concrete and asphalt are quite similar reporting friction coefficients ranging
0.80 to 1.20. Other typical road types such as gravel and rock report as having average
friction coefficients of 0.55 to 0.85 [157]. Table 15.2 shows friction coefficients for
various surfaces. The difference in friction values between these surfaces can be as large
as 0.65. Also, when evaluating ABS performance on loose surfaces like gravel, the ABS
system is less effective than a wheel-locked vehicle. This is because loose surfaces allow
road particles to pile up in front of the tires resulting in the vehicle stopping quicker.
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Table 15.2 Coefficients of Friction for Different Roads [157]

Description of Road
Surface
PORTLAND CEMENT
New, Sharp
Travelled
Traffic Polished

Coefficents of Friction of Various Roadway Surfaces
Dry
Wet
Less than 30 mph More than 30 mph Less than 30 mph More than 30 mph
From
To
From
To
From
To
From
To
0.80
0.60
0.55

1.20
0.80
0.75

0.70
0.60
0.50

1.00
0.75
0.65

0.50
0.45
0.45

0.80
0.70
0.65

0.40
0.45
0.45

0.75
0.65
0.60

ASPHALT or TAR
New, Sharp
Travelled
Traffic Polished
Excess Tar

0.80
0.60
0.50
0.50

1.20
0.80
0.75
0.60

0.65
0.55
0.45
0.35

1.00
0.70
0.65
0.60

0.50
0.45
0.45
0.30

0.80
0.70
0.65
0.60

0.45
0.40
0.40
0.25

0.75
0.65
0.60
0.55

GRAVEL
Packed, Oiled
Loose

0.55
0.40

0.85
0.70

0.50
0.40

0.80
0.70

0.40
0.45

0.80
0.75

0.40
0.45

0.60
0.75

CINDERS
Packed

0.50

0.70

0.50

0.70

0.65

0.75

0.65

0.75

ROCK
Crushed

0.55

0.75

0.55

0.75

0.55

0.75

0.55

0.75

ICE
Smooth

0.10

0.25

0.07

0.20

0.05

0.10

0.05

0.10

SNOW
Packed
Loose

0.30
0.10

0.55
0.25

0.35
0.10

0.55
0.20

0.30
0.30

0.60
0.60

0.30
0.30

0.60
0.60

While there are many studies done on different road surfaces there are very few
live testing studies done on split-mu road surfaces. There are some proposed controllers
to help stabilize the vehicle in split-mu surface braking scenarios. Simulation were
conducted on a split-mu road, asphalt and ice, to test a theoretical stability control
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system, however, no live testing was conducted. [158]. No studies were conducted to
evaluate the effectiveness of the yaw-moment build up delay system.
15.3 Testing Objectives
The objective of this study is to evaluate the braking performance and yaw
stability of an ABS equipped vehicle on split-mu road conditions. Specifically,
researchers want to determine if emergency braking maneuvers along multi-surface
roadside shoulders are stable.
15.4 Test Setup
15.4.1 Testing Bed
To evaluate the split-mu behavior a multi-surface test track was constructed at the
Midwest Roadside Safety Facility as seen in Figure 15.5 and Figure 15.6. The surfaces
used in the testing series consisted of concrete (tarmac), gravel (MASH soil), sand and
grass. The testing pit was configured such that each test (except for concrete only) would
end with a transition into the grass. This was done so that all three non-concrete surfaces
could be tested within the confines of the available test pit space, and with each surface
bordering the concrete for split-mu test configurations.
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Figure 15.5 ABS Friction Testing, Test Layout and Matrix
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Figure 15.6 ABS Friction Testing, Instrumentation
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Testing consisted of ten total runs, duplicating each specific test configuration.
Three configurations were run to serve as baselines tests as seen in Figure 15.7.
Configuration one was a braking on concrete only to determine the braking performance
on a standard road would be, the next two test configurations are the baseline behavior of
the non-road surfaces with split-mu influence. Configuration two was a braking into
gravel and transitioning into grass, and configuration three braked into sand and
transitioning into grass.

Figure 15.7 ABS Testing Baseline Configurations
The next two test configuration were split-mu conditions as seen in Figure 15.8.
Configuration four was split with the right tires on the concrete and the left tires braking
on gravel and transitioning into grass. Configuration 5 was split with left tires on the
concrete and right tires braking on sand and transition into grass. The physical
manifestation of the testing bed can be seen in
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Figure 15.8 ABS Testing Split-mu Configurations

Figure 15.9 Testing Bed Physical Construction
All tests were run at a speed of 55 mph. This test speed was chosen such that the
vehicle would not stop before transitioning into the grass surface. Cones were place at 10
ft past the start the testing bed. Once the vehicle reached the cones the driver fully
applied the brakes as quickly as possible and held the steering wheel straight until the
vehicle came to complete stop.
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15.4.2 Test Vehicle
The vehicle used in all test was a 2009 Ford Crown Victoria. The curb, test
inertial, and gross static vehicle weights were 4,113 lb (1,866 kg), 4,071 lb (1,847kg), and
4,071 lb (1,847 kg), respectively. The longitudinal component of the center of gravity (c.g.)
was determined using the measured axle weights. The vertical component of the c.g. was
determined utilizing a procedure published by the SAE [159]. The location of the final c.g. is
shown in Figure 15.10. Square, black- and white-checkered targets were placed on the
vehicle for reference. New tires were acquired for the vehicle and worn in before testing.

Figure 15.10 ABS Test Vehicle, Crown Victoria
15.4.3 Data Acquisition Systems
Instrumentation for these consisted of three data acquisition units all equipped
with three-axis accelerometers and angular rate transducers (SLICE-1, VC4000DAQ,
OXTS RT2000). The VC4000DAQ and OXTS RT2500 were also equipped with GPS
receivers. The SLICE-1 and OXTS where place by the vehicle c.g. through a plate that
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was bolted to the floor pan as in Figure 15.11. The VC4000 was suction cup mounted the
center of the windshield and manually aligned with the axes of the vehicle as in Figure
15.12.

Figure 15.11 SLICE-1 and OXTS Mounting Configuration
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Figure 15.12 VC4000 Mounting Configuration
In addition to accelerometers and rate transducers a fourth system was
implemented to measure the speed of each wheel. This was implemented using a
magnetic wheel speed sensor mounted near the steering knuckle of each wheel and four
magnetic markers that were asymmetrically spaced on the wheel hub as seen in Figure
15.13 and Figure 15.14. Three magnets where spaced 15° a part and the other magnet is
180° from the central of the group of three magnets.
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Figure 15.13 Hall Effect Sensor

Figure 15.14 Magnetic Wheel Markers
15.4.3.1 Accelerometers
A modular data acquisition system, SLICE-1 unit, was used. This unit is
manufactured by DTS of Seal Beach, California. The acceleration sensors were mounted
inside the body of a custom-built, SLICE 6DX event data recorder and recorded data at
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1,000 Hz to the onboard microprocessor. The SLICE 6DX was configured with 7 GB of
non-volatile flash memory, a range of ±500 g’s, a sample rate of 1,000 Hz, and a 1,650
Hz (CFC 1000) anti-aliasing filter. The “SLICEWare” computer software programs and a
customized Microsoft Excel worksheet were used to analyze and plot the accelerometer
data.
A portable onboard accelerometer, the VC4000DAQ, produced by Vericom
Computers, Inc., was installed on the test vehicle and used to record triaxial accelerations,
GPS-calculated speed, GPS position, and angular rotation. It was placed and centered on the
windshield. The recording rate of the unit was 100 Hz and had a data storage of 2 MB. The
VC4000DAQ had a precision and accuracy of ±0.001 g’s and ±0.01 g’s, respectively. The
GPS speed sensor was accurate to approximately ±0.1 mph. The GPS position was L1 GPS
compliant and had a position accuracy of ±1.5 m (5 ft). Additionally, the vehicle OBII port
output information was feed into the VC4000DAQ. The VC4000 was manually triggered
before each test.
The OXTS RT2500, produced by Oxford Technical Solutions, is a triaxial
accelerometer, gyrometer, and GNSS receiver. The recording rate was 100Hz and connected
to a computer for data acquisition and triggering. The OXTS has an accelerometer accuracy
of ±.001g’s, a velocity accuracy of 0.1 km/h and a GNSS positional accuracy of ±2m. The
OXTS was manually triggered using a computer before each test and monitored throughout
testing.
The Wheel Speed Sensor, produced by AiM, in conjunction with magnets, was used
to record wheel relative wheel position as a function of time. The sensor is a hall effect
sensor that varies its voltage output when in close proximity to a magnetic field. The magnets
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were mounted to the wheel rim, so they were passed by the sensor, represented by a voltage
spike (approximately 7 volts). Based on the time interval and the angular spacing the
magnets, an angular velocity can be calculated and subsequently linear speed when
multiplied by wheel radius. The four sensors were fed into the DTS DAQ which had a
sampling frequency of 1,000 Hz.

15.4.3.2 Rate Transducer
An angle rate sensor system mounted inside the bodies of the SLICE-1 event data
recorder was used to measure the rates of rotation of the test vehicle. The SLICE MICRO
Triax ARS had a range of 1,500 degrees/sec in each of the three directions (roll, pitch,
and yaw) and recorded data at 1,000 Hz to the onboard microprocessors. The raw data
measurements were then downloaded, converted to the proper Euler angles for analysis,
and plotted. The “SLICEWare” computer software program and a customized Microsoft
Excel worksheet were used to analyze and plot the angular rate sensor data.
The VC4000 and OXTS recorded at a rate of 1,000 Hz. The OXTS angular
transducer had a roll and pitch accuracy 0.05°, and a heading accuracy of 0.15° The VC4000

15.4.3.3 Digital Photography
Five GoPro digital video cameras were utilized to document the 10 tests. All
cameras recorded at a rate of 120 frames/second at a resolution of 1080p. The singular
offboard camera was a panning camera positioned perpendicular to the testing bed. The
four onboard cameras were triggered in unison before each testing sequence. Onboard
cameras were mounted in the vehicle suspension, along with a light, to view each wheel
as in Figure 15.15 through Figure 15.18. The purpose of these cameras is to monitor each
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wheel to determine when surface transitions occurred and when wheels came to a
complete stop.

Figure 15.15 Left Front GoPro

Figure 15.16 Right Front GoPro
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Figure 15.17 Left Rear GoPro

Figure 15.18 Right Rear GoPro
15.5 Testing Summary
Testing was conducted on October 3, 2018 at approximately 12:00 p.m. Before
the conduction of the testing. Before testing began researcher’s setup the OXTS GPS
system by executing figure-eight maneuvers to refine the positioning accuracy. Practice
runs were also conducted to determine an appropriate starting position so the vehicle
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could get up to speed. Tests were two at a time before briefly pausing to download data
from DAQs, due to the limited storage capacity of the VC4000.
15.6 Results
15.6.1 Data Acquisition Issues
During testing the OXTS system had issues functioning properly. The system
would inexplicably loose contact with satellites, stop recording, or shut off all together.
Upon inspecting the data of the conclusion of testing, data was missing, and unrealistic
values of speed and acceleration were recorded. Therefore, researchers decided to
exclude the OXTS from the analysis.
15.6.2 Wheel Speed Sensor Data
The results from the wheel speed sensor was analyzed. Shown in Figure 15.19 is
an example of the wheel speed sensor data. Even when the magnetic sensor is not being
triggered the voltage does not drop down to zero. The signal as a decay effect and as the
vehicle speeds up the signal has less time to decay resulting in lower signal minimum.
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Figure 15.19 Wheel Speed Sensor Data, ABSF-1
Upon zoom into the plot the asymmetrical magnetic pattern becomes visible. The
plot, in Figure 15.20, is characterized by three quick pulses followed by a singular post.
Because of this we can see when a full wheel rotation has occurred. The signal is not
pristine as there is noise present between the peaks causing local maximums in the data
set, making analysis difficult.

Figure 15.20 ABSF-1, Wheel Speed Sensor 3-1 Pattern
In addition to noise other issues were present in the data. Not all data streams had
the characteristic 3-1 pattern. During the same testing the one of the sensors output a
signal that was very random in nature as seen in Figure 15.21. The vehicle is traveling at
the same rate in both Figure 15.20 and Figure 15.21, but the frequency of voltage peaks is
very dissimilar. This signal cannot be used to determine ABS behavior.
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Figure 15.21 ABSF-1, Wheel Speed Sensor Random Pattern
The goal of the wheel speed sensors was to monitor ABS cyclical behavior under
emergency braking conditions. Researchers wanted to know how ABS changes
depending on the surface and if the individual surface behavior was affected by split-mu
conditions like theorized by the yaw-moment build up delay system. When looking at the
data corresponding to the braking event window, the data did not indicative of the event.
Shown in Figure 15.22 is the widened window of when the braking event
occurred. We know the braking event took place in this time window because at 37.15
seconds the last voltage spike for approximately 8 seconds occurs. From other data
analysis that the total brake time for this test was around 3 seconds, putting the start of
braking at 34.15 seconds. It can be seen in Figure 15.22 the interval between peaks does
not start to significantly diminish until 35.5. This is further illustrated using the horizontal
reference line, as more time exists between peaks the signal has more time to decay,
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dropping below the reference line. Based on the last two sample points the final wheel
speed based on the sensor data was 30 RPM.

Figure 15.22 ABSF-1, Wheel Speed Sensor in Braking Event
It was determined that not enough resolution was present in the wheel sensor data
to obtain ABS cyclical behavior. Additionally, sensor driven issues, like in Figure 15.21,
made comparing data across different sensors unreliable. Therefore, all braking
performance was based on the data obtained from the photography, SLICE-1, and
VC4000 data.
15.6.3 Yaw Stability Performance
One of the main effects that researchers want to investigate that the yaw stability
when braking on split-mu surfaces. To capture this behavior the gyrometer data from the
SLICE-1 was analyzed. This unit was chosen as the basis for analysis as it had a higher
sampling rate and had a more precise method of axis alignment, however the data set
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from the VC4000 was similar. Based on the accelerometer data, the braking event start
time was determined and used as a reference to the angular displacement during the test.
15.6.3.1.1 Results
The concrete test was conducted a baseline to see what the typical yaw behavior is
when emergency braking on the road. It would be expected that the vehicle does not yaw
with any significance because, however we can see from Figure 15.23 and Figure 15.24
that is not the case. In the onset of braking the vehicle yaws in the counterclockwise
direction. This initial yaw rate causes the vehicle to incure a maximum yaw displacement
of 6.5° and 5.5° for ABSF-1 and ABSF-2 respectively. After an initial yaw rate growth to
a maximum, the rate decays to approximately zero for the remainder of the braking event.
A likely explanation for the initial yaw is due to an asymmetrical brake
application cause by irregularities in the subsystem itself. These irregularities cause
different wheels to be braked quicker resulting the vehicle yawing.
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Figure 15.23 Concrete Baseline Yaw Rate

Figure 15.24 Concrete Baseline Yaw Displacement
The braking behavior for the gravel to grass tests is a little different as seen in
Figure 15.25 and Figure 15.26. The initial yaw rate is not as significant as in the concrete
only tests, and the yaw displacement does not reach the same magnitude initially. The
yaw rate slightly oscillates back and forth slightly causing the yaw displacement to never
grow in a singular direction until the end where the vehicle yaws in the counterclockwise
direction. The magnitude of the yaw rate is not as significant in Figure 15.23 but it occurs
over a longer period allowing the displacement to grow. The magnitude of the noise in
the signal is much more significant than in the concrete tests. This change in behavior
could be due to the irregularity of braking surface.
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Figure 15.25 Gravel to Grass Baseline Yaw Rate

Figure 15.26 Gravel to Grass Baseline Yaw Displacement
During the sand to grass baseline tests, the yaw rate oscillates significantly
(Figure 15.27), but with very little noisy magnitude. Oscillations more drawn out and are
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consistent such that yaw displacement (Figure 15.28), resulting in very little yaw
displacement buildup. The sand, in comparison to concrete and gravel, is more fluid. The
fluid nature could damp out the noise and small changes in yaw forcing the vehicle to
graduate yaw one way or the other. The trend in yaw direction was almost completely
opposite between ABSF-5 and ABSF-6. This shows that braking behavior is not an exact
science as the minor irregularities in the subsystems result in certain random behaviors.

Figure 15.27 Sand to Grass Baseline
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Figure 15.28 Sand to Grass Baseline Yaw Rate
Looking at the yaw rate and the yaw displacement of both split-mu configurations
(Figure 15.29 through Figure 15.31), the behavior is an average between the concrete and
non-concrete surfaces. In Figure 15.29 the yaw rate has higher magnitudes, similar to the
concrete only, and significant oscillation along with noise similar to the non-concrete
tests. In Figure 15.30 the yaw direction slowly oscillates back and forth. However, it
consistently yawed in the counterclockwise direction, toward the concrete surface.
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Figure 15.29 Split-mu Gravel to Grass Yaw Rate

Figure 15.30 Split-mu Sand to Grass Yaw Displacement
Results are similar for rate behavior in Figure 15.31 again has the yaw rate
magnitude of concrete braking and the oscillation of the sand to grass testing. The noise
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magnitude was also damped down. For ABSF-9 the vehicle yawed in the
counterclockwise direction, but ABSF-10 oscillated around zero (Figure 15.32).
Therefore, the vehicle doesn’t always yaw toward the higher friction surface.

Figure 15.31 Split-mu Sand to Grass Yaw Rate
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Figure 15.32 Split-mu Sand to Grass Yaw Displacement
15.6.4 Longitudinal Braking Performance
Test results were analyzed to also determine how split-mu conditions affected the
longitudinal braking performance. It would be expected that if the vehicle remains stable
that the braking performance would be an average between the high and low friction
surface.
15.6.4.1 Stopping Distance
Upon the conclusion of each test run, photographs were taken of the tire marks
left from high braking. The tire marks from the first two tests, stopped approximately at
the end of the first section of the test bed (Figure 15.33) which was 100 ft long.
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Figure 15.33 Tire Markings, Concrete Baseline Tests
The tire marks for the baseline gravel to grass baseline extended beyond the test
bed and came to a stop on the concrete (Figure 15.34). It can be seen that the tires dug
into the grass into the dirt below which may not have had the friction capacity of the
grass layer.
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Figure 15.34 Tire Markings, Gravel to Grass Baseline Tests
Tire markings from the sand to grass baseline test (Figure 15.35) also extended
beyond the bed and ended beyond the tire markings from the previous test configuration.
Therefore, it would be expected that the friction capacity of the sand was less in
comparison to the gravel.
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Figure 15.35 Tire Markings, Sand to Grass Baseline Tests
Upon completing the split-mu test configurations, it was very apparent that the
vehicle stopped sooner by a wide margin. Figure 15.36 shows that the vehicle stopped
before the halfway point of the grass portion of the test bed. A reduced stopping distance
means a high average coefficient of friction during the braking event.
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Figure 15.36 Tire Markings, Gravel to Grass Split-mu Tests
Similar results were seen in the sand to grass split-mu tests as in Figure 15.37.
These results correlate well with other split-mu test as it stopping distance was reduced
from the non-concrete baseline test. However, the stopping distance was greater than the
other split-mu configuration.
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Figure 15.37 Tire Markings, Sand to Grass Split-mu Tests
15.6.4.2 Braking Behavior
To determine the longitudinal braking performance the accelerometer data was
analyzed. All tests share the same general accelerometer behavior in the x-direction, an
example plot can be seen in Figure 15.38. All braking events are characterized by five
distinct sections. The first is friction buildup, circled in red, and is characterized by a
rapid increase in acceleration. During this period the brake are being applied and pressure
is building up in the system applying force from the brake pad to the brake disk. Friction
between the tire and road is also being developed. One might assume that this all takes
place instantaneously, however, in the cause of this test it took approximately 0.3 seconds
which is significant when traveling at high speeds. The next portion of the braking curve
is the steady state braking portion, circled in yellow. During this portion of a braking
event the brakes are fully applied, and the ABS is being cycled to achieve the maximum
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braking force. The 3rd portion is the acceleration ride down, circle in green. During this
period the vehicle speed is approximately zero. However, the momentum of the vehicle
body forces the car to pitch forward transferring from negative to positive acceleration.
The last portion, circle in blue, is the setting portion. As the vehicle is breaking the
suspension is being loaded which reaches its peak during the previous section. In this
final portion the vehicle suspension settling and distributing the load and the vehicle
comes to a complete rest.

Figure 15.38 ABSF-1 CFC-180 10 msec Average Longitudinal Acceleration
Though all tests contain these four sections, the specific behavior changes from
surface to surface. In Figure 15.39 is the braking event from ABSF-3, which was a gravel
to grass baseline test. The ramp up portion of this plot is not a distinguished as in Figure
15.38 and it is not as clear as to when that portion ends. The steady state braking portion
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has much more oscillation and noise. The transition from gravel to grass occurs at
approximately at 38.5 seconds. After this transition occurs the noise is not as significant,
and noise is reduced further as vehicle transitions onto concrete at approximately 40.7
seconds.

Figure 15.39 ABSF-3 CFC-180 10 msec Average Longitudinal Acceleration
Similar behavior is exhibited in Figure 15.40. The noise from braking on the sand
is less significant. It is interesting to see that once the peak force is reached after the ramp
up portion there is a brief drop off before resuming normal behavior.
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Figure 15.40 ABSF-5 CFC-180 10 msec Average Longitudinal Acceleration
In Figure 15.41 and Figure 15.42 are examples acceleration traces for split-mu
conditions. It can be seen in both plots that the presence of the concrete helps to damp out
major low frequency oscillations, but more high frequency noise is present in the plot.
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Figure 15.41 ABSF-7 CFC-180 10 msec Average Longitudinal Acceleration
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Figure 15.42 ABSF-9 CFC-180 10 msec Average Longitudinal Acceleration
15.6.4.3 Coefficient of Friction
In addition to braking behavior change due to split-mu, researchers wanted to
determine how coefficient of friction was affected. The coefficient of friction is equal to
the acceleration in g’s. The objective is to determine the average coefficient applied by
each surface during the braking event rather than a maximum value to understand the
general behavior. Therefore, only the steady state portion of the braking curve was
analyzed. The concrete baseline testing the area of interest of the braking curve was
simple to determine. The rest of the tests always involved a longitudinal surface transition
that needs to be accounted for.
To determine the transition point, video from the suspension cameras was used.
The exact frames for which the vehicle crossed onto a new surface were found. The time
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between the frames and the starting point of the braking from accelerometer data, was
used to establish the transition times in the accelerometer data. The transition times for
applicable tests is shown in Table 15.3.
Table 15.3 Video Based Surface Transition Times
First Transition Time
(s)

Second Transition Time
(s)

ABSF-3

1.8

N/A

ABSF-4

2.0

N/A

ABSF-5

1.9

5.3

ABSF-6

1.7

5.4

ABSF-7

1.9

5.5

ABSF-8

2.3

5.2

ABSF-9

1.9

N/A

ABSF-10

1.8

N/A

The coefficient of friction results are seen in Figure 15.43. As expected, the
concrete baseline test had the highest average coefficient of friction. In two out of the
three non-concrete surfaces, grass and gravel, saw an increase in coefficient of friction of
61% and 13% respectively. Sand however saw a slight decrease in coefficient of friction.
This reason for this could be similar to the reason why ABS is less effective in deep
snow. As the vehicle brakes, it digs into the sand accumulating mass in front of the tires
slowing the vehicle down.
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Figure 15.43 ABS Testing Average Coefficient of Friction Per Surface
15.7 Summary
After the conclusion of the ABS split-mu testing series a few conclusions were
made.
1. Braking on a split-mu surface does not adversely affect a vehicle’s yaw
stability. In fact, during testing the highest yaw rate and displacement was
from the concrete baseline testing.
2. Split-mu braking increased the stopping performance vs. the non-concrete
baseline tests, with the exception of sand testing.
3. The split-mu, from the perspective of yaw, and longitudinal braking behavior
averaged the behavior from both surfaces.
Based on the results of this testing, researchers believe that the road shoulder has the
potential to be used as a viable emergency braking surface even when composed of
multiple surfaces. For additional recorded data from this study seen in the subsequent
images.
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Figure 15.44.Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-1
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Figure 15.45 Extracted Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-1
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Figure 15.46 Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-2
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Figure 15.47 Extracted Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-2
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Figure 15.48 Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-3
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Figure 15.49 Extracted Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-3
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Figure 15.50 Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-4
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Figure 15.51 Extracted Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-4
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Figure 15.52 Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-5
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Figure 15.53 Extracted Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-5
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Figure 15.54 Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-6
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Figure 15.55 Extracted Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-6
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Figure 15.56 Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-7
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Figure 15.57 Extracted Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-7
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Figure 15.58 Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-8
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Figure 15.59 Extracted Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-8
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Figure 15.60 Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-9
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Figure 15.61 Extracted Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-9
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Figure 15.62 Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-10
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Figure 15.63 Extracted Longitudinal Acceleration, Test No. ABSF-10
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CHAPTER 16 APPENDIX B ROAD PATH SCRIPTS
%% Traversing a curve with radius R, 90degrees not counting transitions
% Curve and transitions are based on AASHTO guidelines
e = 12; %percent elevation
v = 20; %mph
c = 4; %ft/s^3
vn = v*1.46667; %ft/s
f = .27; %for given mph
tstep = 1/vn;
R = (v^2)/(15*(0.01*e+f)); %minimum radius
const_R_length = 17;
curve_t = const_R_length/vn;
Ltrans = (3.15*(v^3))/(R*c); %ft
Ltime = Ltrans/vn; %seconds
w_constant = vn/R; %rad/s
a = w_constant/Ltime; %rad/s^2
sum_t = (2*Ltime + curve_t);
pathlength = round(sum_t/tstep);
%% Road Path Generation
w = zeros(pathlength,1);
theta = zeros(pathlength,1);
t = zeros(pathlength,1);
x = zeros(pathlength,1);
y = zeros(pathlength,1);
r = zeros(pathlength,1);
r(1,1) = 61958;
for i = 2:round(Ltime/tstep)
t(i,1) = t(i-1,1) + tstep;
w(i,1) = w(i-1,1) +tstep*a;
theta(i,1) = theta(i-1,1) + tstep*w(i,1);
x(i) = x(i-1) + vn*cos(theta(i))*tstep;
y(i) = y(i-1) + vn*sin(theta(i))*tstep;
r(i,1) = vn/w(i);
end
for i = round(Ltime/tstep)+1:round((Ltime+curve_t)/tstep)
t(i,1) = t(i-1,1) + tstep;
w(i,1) = w_constant;
theta(i,1) = theta(i-1,1) + tstep*w(i,1);
x(i) = x(i-1) + vn*cos(theta(i))*tstep;
y(i) = y(i-1) + vn*sin(theta(i))*tstep;
r(i,1) = vn/w(i);
end
for i = round((Ltime+curve_t)/tstep)+1:pathlength
t(i,1) = t(i-1,1) + tstep;
w(i,1) = w(i-1,1) -tstep*a;
theta(i,1) = theta(i-1,1) + tstep*w(i,1);
x(i) = x(i-1) + vn*cos(theta(i))*tstep;
y(i) = y(i-1) + vn*sin(theta(i))*tstep;
r(i,1) = vn/w(i);
end
% for i = pathlength - 1001: pathlength
%
t(i,1) = t(i-1,1) + tstep;
%
w(i,1) = w(i-1,1);
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%
theta(i,1) = theta(i-1,1) + tstep*w(i,1);
%
x(i) = x(i-1) + vn*cos(theta(i))*tstep;
%
y(i) = y(i-1) + vn*sin(theta(i))*tstep;
%
r(i,1) = vn/w(i);
% end
curvature = zeros(pathlength,1);
for i = 1:pathlength
curvature(i,1) = 1/r(i,1);
end
s = zeros(pathlength,1);
for i = 2:pathlength
s(i,1) = s(i-1,1) + ((1+((y(i)-y(i-1))/(x(i)-x(i-1)))^2)^.5)*(x(i)x(i-1));
end
steer_angle = zeros(pathlength,1);
a_lat = zeros(pathlength,1);
for i = 2: pathlength
a_lat(i,1) = vn.^2/r(i,1)/32.174;
end
for i = 2:pathlength
steer_angle(i,1) = 57.3*curvature(i,1)*10 +1.4563*a_lat(i,1);
end
wheel_angle = steer_angle*30.74;
xm = zeros(pathlength,1);
ym = zeros(pathlength,1);
for i = 2:pathlength
xm(i,1) = x(i,1)*.3048;
ym(i,1) = y(i,1)*.3048;
end
dx = zeros(pathlength, 1);
dy = zeros(pathlength,1);
for i = 2:pathlength
dx(i) = x(i,1)-x(i-1,1);
dy(i) = y(i,1)-y(i-1,1);
end
heading_f = dx(pathlength,1)
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%% Traversing a S-curve with radius R,
% Curve and transitions are based on AASHTO guidelines
e = 4; %percent
v = 60; %mph
c = 4; %ft/s^3
f = .12; %for given mph
vn = v*1.46667; %ft/s
tstep = 1/vn;
R = (v^2)/(15*(0.01*e+f));
const_R_length = 2200;
curve_t = const_R_length/vn;
Ltrans = (3.15*(v^3))/(R*c); %ft
Ltime = Ltrans/vn; %seconds
w_constant = vn/R; %rad/s
a = w_constant/Ltime; %rad/s^2
sum_t = (2*Ltime + curve_t)*2;
pathlength = round(sum_t/tstep);
if mod(pathlength,2) == 1
pathlength = pathlength-1;
else
pathlength = pathlength;
end
%% Road Path Generation
w = zeros(pathlength,1);
theta = zeros(pathlength,1);
t = zeros(pathlength,1);
x = zeros(pathlength,1);
y = zeros(pathlength,1);
r = zeros(pathlength,1);
r(1,1) = 61958;
for i = 2:round(Ltime/tstep)
t(i,1) = t(i-1,1) + tstep;
w(i,1) = w(i-1,1) +tstep*a;
theta(i,1) = theta(i-1,1) + tstep*w(i,1);
x(i) = x(i-1) + vn*cos(theta(i))*tstep;
y(i) = y(i-1) + vn*sin(theta(i))*tstep;
r(i,1) = vn/w(i);
end
for i = round(Ltime/tstep)+1:round((Ltime+curve_t)/tstep)
t(i,1) = t(i-1,1) + tstep;
w(i,1) = w_constant;
theta(i,1) = theta(i-1,1) + tstep*w(i,1);
x(i) = x(i-1) + vn*cos(theta(i))*tstep;
y(i) = y(i-1) + vn*sin(theta(i))*tstep;
r(i,1) = vn/w(i);
end
for i = round((Ltime+curve_t)/tstep)+1:pathlength/2
t(i,1) = t(i-1,1) + tstep;
w(i,1) = w(i-1,1) -tstep*a;
theta(i,1) = theta(i-1,1) + tstep*w(i,1);
x(i) = x(i-1) + vn*cos(theta(i))*tstep;
y(i) = y(i-1) + vn*sin(theta(i))*tstep;
r(i,1) = vn/w(i);
end
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%% Reverse Side
for i = (pathlength/2)+1:pathlength/2+round(Ltime/tstep)
t(i,1) = t(i-1,1) + tstep;
w(i,1) = w(i-1,1) -tstep*a;
theta(i,1) = theta(i-1,1) + tstep*w(i,1);
x(i) = x(i-1) + vn*cos(theta(i))*tstep;
y(i) = y(i-1) + vn*sin(theta(i))*tstep;
r(i,1) = vn/w(i);
end
for i =
pathlength/2+round(Ltime/tstep)+1:pathlength/2+round((Ltime+curve_t)/ts
tep)
t(i,1) = t(i-1,1) + tstep;
w(i,1) = -w_constant;
theta(i,1) = theta(i-1,1) + tstep*w(i,1);
x(i) = x(i-1) + vn*cos(theta(i))*tstep;
y(i) = y(i-1) + vn*sin(theta(i))*tstep;
r(i,1) = vn/w(i);
end
for i = pathlength/2+round((Ltime+curve_t)/tstep):pathlength
t(i,1) = t(i-1,1) + tstep;
w(i,1) = w(i-1,1) +tstep*a;
theta(i,1) = theta(i-1,1) + tstep*w(i,1);
x(i) = x(i-1) + vn*cos(theta(i))*tstep;
y(i) = y(i-1) + vn*sin(theta(i))*tstep;
r(i,1) = vn/w(i);
end
%% Derivative
dx = zeros(pathlength, 1);
dy = zeros(pathlength,1);
for i = 2:pathlength
dx(i) = x(i,1)-x(i-1,1);
dy(i) = y(i,1)-y(i-1,1);
end
heading_f = dy(pathlength,1)
% rxi = x(round(Ltime/tstep),1);
% ryi = y(round(Ltime/tstep),1);
% rxf = x(round((Ltime+curve_t)/tstep),1);
% ryf = y(round((Ltime+curve_t)/tstep),1);
%% Plotting
% figure(1);
plot(x,y);
% hold on
% plot(rxi,ryi,'o','MarkerSize',10);
% plot(rxf,ryf,'o','MarkerSize',10);
% %% Offset Curve
% [x0,y0] = offsetCurve(x,y,6);
% [x1,y1] = offsetCurve(x,y,-6);
% plot(x0,y0);
% plot(x1,y1);
% hold off
%% Writing to Excel
TestPath = [x,y];
xlswrite('testpath_s.xlsx',TestPath,'Sheet 1', 'A1')
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%% Curvature
curvature = zeros(pathlength,1);
for i = 1:pathlength
curvature(i,1) = 1/r(i,1);
end
s = zeros(pathlength,1);
for i = 2:pathlength
s(i,1) = s(i-1,1) + ((1+((y(i)-y(i-1))/(x(i)-x(i-1)))^2)^.5)*(x(i)x(i-1));
end
xm = zeros(pathlength,1);
ym = zeros(pathlength,1);
for i = 2:pathlength
xm(i,1) = x(i,1)*.3048;
ym(i,1) = y(i,1)*.3048;
end
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CHAPTER 17 APPENDIX C VEHICLE POSITION MODULE
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%% Vehicle Path & Lateral Deviation & Nearest Point
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Vehicle
Path%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
pathlengthv= pathlength;
div = .01;
thetav = zeros(pathlengthv,1);
for i = 1: pathlengthv/2
thetav(i) = theta(i) - deg2rad(div);
end
for i = pathlengthv/2+1:pathlengthv
thetav(i) = theta(i) - deg2rad(div);
end
vx = zeros(pathlengthv,1);
vy = zeros(pathlengthv,1);
closest = zeros(pathlengthv,pathlengthv);
close_index = zeros(pathlengthv,1);
close_value = zeros(pathlengthv,1);
for i = 2:pathlengthv
vx(i) = vx(i-1) + vn*cos(thetav(i))*tstep;
vy(i) = vy(i-1) + vn*sin(thetav(i))*tstep;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Closest Point
Matrix%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
for j = 1:pathlengthv
closest(i,j) = ((vx(i)-x(j))^2+(vy(i)-y(j))^2)^.5;
end
[Value,Index] = min(closest(i,:));
close_index(i,1) = Index;
close_value(i,1) = Value;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Error from Path Calcluation
1%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
verror1 = zeros(pathlengthv,1);
vxe1 = zeros(pathlengthv,1);
vye1 = zeros(pathlengthv,1);
laterr1 = zeros(pathlengthv,1);
for i = 2:pathlengthv
vxe1(i) = (vx(i)-x((close_index(i))));
vye1(i) = (vy(i)-y((close_index(i))));
verror1(i) = ((vxe1(i))^2+(vye1(i))^2)^.5;
laterr1(i) = -vxe1(i)*sin(theta(i))+ vye1(i)*cos(theta(i));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Error from Path Calcluation
1%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
verror2 = zeros(pathlengthv,1);
vxe2 = zeros(pathlengthv,1);
vye2 = zeros(pathlengthv,1);
laterr2 = zeros(pathlengthv,1);
for i = 2:pathlengthv
vxe2(i) = (vx(i)-x(i));
vye2(i) = (vy(i)-y(i));
verror2(i) = ((vxe2(i))^2+(vye2(i))^2)^.5;
laterr2(i) = -vxe2(i)*sin(theta(i))+ vye2(i)*cos(theta(i));
end
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Heading
Error%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
thetaerr = zeros(pathlengthv,1);
for i = 1:pathlengthv
thetaerr(i,1) = rad2deg(thetav(i,1)-theta(i,1));
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Lat Accel
Error%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
wv = zeros(pathlengthv,1);
lat_accel_i = zeros(pathlengthv,1);
lat_accel_v = zeros(pathlengthv,1);
lat_accel_e = zeros(pathlengthv,1);
rv = zeros(pathlengthv,1);
rv(1,1) = 61958;
for i=2:pathlengthv
wv(i) = (thetav(i)-thetav(i-1))/tstep;
rv(i) = vn/wv(i);
lat_accel_v(i,1) = vn^2/(rv(i,1));
lat_accel_i(i,1) = vn^2/(r(i,1));
lat_accel_e(i) = lat_accel_v(i)-lat_accel_i(i);
end
max(lat_accel_e)
min(lat_accel_e)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Plotting%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%
plot(x,y);
hold on
plot(vx,vy);
hold off
figure(2);
plot(laterr1);
figure(3);
plot(close_value);
hold on
plot(verror2);
hold off
figure(4);
plot(lat_accel_e);
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CHAPTER 18 APPENDIX D STANLEY METHOD CONTROL MODULE
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Figure 18.1 Stanley Method Control Module Schematic
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CHAPTER 19 APPENDIX E PID METHOD CONTROL MODULE

Figure 19.1 PID Method Control Module Schematic
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